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Take Back the Night draws attention to sexual assault and rape
CHLOE MiLLER '14
NEWSEDitOR

The chant "If you- see something,
do something" resonated through the
library and across the Quad as stu dents, faculty, and community mem·
bers marched during Trinity's 12th
annual "Take Back the Night" last
Thurs., April 5. Take Back the Night
is a national campaign to prevent
raise awareness about sexual and
relationship violence.
Take Back the Night is organized
primarily by Students Against Sexual
Assault (SASA) and the Women and
Gender Resource Action Center
(WGRAC). Co-Coordinators of SASA
Mary Taliaferro '13 and Ana Medina
'16 spearheaded this year's program,
beginning planning in January. The
event is arranged into a series of per
formances and presentations at dif·
ferent campus locations, such as
Raether Library, the Plaque, and the
Cave Patio. This is to make sure that
the message is heard not only by
event attendees but the rest of the
student body as well, since sexual
assault is an issue that affects every·
one.
The event began on the Cave Patio
with introductions of Trinity's Sexual
Assault Response Team . The emcees
of the event, Oludare Bernard '14 and
Adolfo Abreu '15, acknowledged that
some program material might be emo·
tionally sensitive or triggering for
survivors and other audience mem·
bers, and encouraged students to uti·
lize the specially trained individuals

on campus, including Chaplain
Allison Read, Dean Card, Director of
WGRAC Laura Lockwood, Hillel
House
Director
Lisa
Kassow,
Associate Dean of Students Ann
Reumann, and many others. Alix de
Gramont '15 also spoke about her

rewarding experience in training to
be a sexual assault counselor at the
YWCA. Bernard and Abreu then led a
silent march from the cave Patio to
the steps of the library, honoring survivors of sexual assault, rape, domes·
tic violence, and stalking.

President James F. Jones then
spoke briefly, stressing the importance of this awareness on a global
level with a story of a young girl in
Afghanistan.
Students
huddled

see AWARENESS on page 6

COURTESY OF Laura Lockwood
Take Back the Night was held this past Thursday, April 5 on various locations around campus. The event focused on bringing attention to sexual assault.

Trinity hosts eighth annual Hip-Hop festival St. Anthony's
Hall hosts
annual lecture
CARA MUNN '15
STAFF WRITER

For the past seven years, Trinity's
annual
International
Hip· Hop
Festival has been a heavily·anticipat·
ed event. Among the featured events
was a spectacular performance by
"The West End Blend" on Friday in the
Washington Room, and the Graffiti
drawing and the highly impressive

Hip· Hop Showcase on the Cave Patio
on Saturday.
It seems that the Festival was more
of a success this year than ever before.
According to John Moran, '15, "The
International Hip Hop Festival is per
haps the coolest thing Trinity has to
offer."
There were many exciting lectures
held throughout the Festival as well.

COURTESY OF Will Morrison '14
The eighth annual Hip-Hop festival was held on campus this past weekend and featured many artists.

On Thursday, April 4, there was a lee·
ture on African Nationalism and
Decolonization with Professor Seth
Markle, Hip Hop as an Educational
Tool in Ethiopia/Ghana by guest lee·
turers Carol O'Connor and Teddy Yo,
Intro to Human Rights Studies by
Professor Sofia Cardenas, Hip Hop
and Human Rights in Senegal with
guest lecturer Bideew Bou Bess,
Global Politics with Professor Michael
Anderson, Hip Hop Ourstory with
guest lecturer Minister Server,
Women, Gender, and Family in the
Middle East and Transnational Hip·
Hop and Arab Youth Politics with Dr.
Lara Dotson·Renta. Following the lee·
tures were various shows, film screen·
ings and workshops that dealt with
how music is used in African American
culture today. From the Spoken Word
Workshop with Urban Word NYC by
M.C. K~ Swift to Musicology 101 to the
Live Medium, there were many fasci·
nating things to choose from.
On Friday, April 5, there was a host
of engaging activities to explore as
well. For example, they had the urban
flea market in the Washington Room
that featured Connecticut vendors
such as the Hartford Denim Company,
Nomadic Wax, World Hip Hop Market,

This past Wednesday, April 3, the
Brotherhood of St. Anthony Hall host·
ed their annual Clement Lecture fea turing Peter Kougasian. The Clement
Lecture is a historical lecture named
after Martin W. Clement, who gradu·
ated in 1901 and was an active Hall
member. This year the honorary
speaker did a wonderful job at captivating the audience with his intrigu·
ing speech on the War on Prescription
Drugs.
Peter Kougasian is currently a
Special Assistant in the Office of the
Special Narcotics Prosecutor for the
City of New York. For 33 years, he has
been an Assistant District Attorney in
the New York County District
Attorney's Office, and for 30 of those
years he served under legendary
District Attorney Robert Morgenthau.
Kougasian also served as Director of
Legal Staff Training and Senior
Counsel and is currently a member of

see EIGHTH on page 13

see ANNUAL on page 8
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Tripod Editorial
Dealing with my mid-semester crisis
Last week, I was sitting
with one of my roommates ,
venting about how every
aspect of my life seemed not
to be going the way I wanted.
I complained about the state
of disaster I felt enveloping
me, and in turn she told me in a matter of fact way - that
I was going through my "mid·
semester crisis." Of course.
I see myself as someone
who will go through some
awesomely ridiculous mid-life
crisis, panicking when I hit
40, maybe buying a motorcycle or going skydiving. I just
expect that from myself. But
throughout college I've been
in control. I don't get too
stressed (though it would
probably help my motivation),
and I simply figure everything will work itself out.
When my roommate said
that I was hitting my midsemester crisis, I wanted to
deny it. Then it suddenly
struck me and seemed to fit
perfectly in the chronology of
my semester: January and
February were filled with
excitement to be back in
school, new notebooks and the
potential of succeeding! Then
came March:
midterms,
internship applications and
the comfort that I still had
two months left on campus.

But now it's April, and there
is less than a month left of the
school year. With no internship offer under my belt, the
daunting fact that we only
have about three and a half
weeks of classes left, final
papers yet to be started, a
thesis proposal unwritten,
and the feeling that I just got
here, April has sent me into a
full on panic.
So, with a logical diagnosis
in hand, I still don't know how
I remedy this feeling of apprehension. Do I pat myself on
the back and say, "there,
there?" Do I listen to the procrastinating devil on my
shoulder who is saying,
"things will magically work
themselves out, so don't bother doing anything?"
People would probably
advise me that my best
approach would be to make a
color-coded schedule! Or set
goals for myself to accomplish
tasks! I say why not just let
myself have this moment of
freak-out and then wait for
my balance and sensibility
return. It is, after all, just one
day in the chronology of my
rational years at Trinity.
Shouldn't we all be allowed
some irrational moments to
just wallow in without feeling
the need to swim out as fast

as possible?
After almost three years at
Trinity, I think I've learned
that you can't always be in
control. You can't always do
things on your own schedule.
How
you handle these
moments can be very telling.
In my case, I think it is okay
to allow yourself some irra tional moments. And it is a
pretty good test to who your
true friends are. Your true
friends are the ones who will
put up with your freak out,
knowing that the next week,
you'll be putting up when it is
their turn.

-MHB

Thatcher and women in the workforce
Former Prime Minister
Baroness Margaret Thatcher
passed
away this
past
Monday, April 8. Thatcher
served as the Prime Minister
of Great Britain from 1979 to
1990.
Thatcher's time as
Prime Minister and legacy has
since been heavily criticized.
It was Thatcher and Ronald
Reagan who pushed for the
deregulation of the financial
sector and other leading
industries.
Following the
financial crisis of 2007 and
2008, many critics accused the
"free market" policies promoted by Thatcher and Reagan as
paving the road to the financial crisis.
Despite the many criticisms of Thatcher, she was
also the first (and only) female
Prime Minister of Great
Britain. As such, she broke
through countless gender barriers to rise to the highest
political office in Great
Britain. Her political success
is even more remarkable when
you consider the fact that
Thatcher was married and
had two children. Thatcher
thus rose to the role of Prime
Minister while also serving as
both a mother and a wife.
Interestingly, Thatcher's legacy as it pertains to women's
rights is still fiercely debated.
The presence and role of
women in politics (and more
broadly, the workforce) is still

a relatively new concept. This received an email from a promeans that women are faced fessor who teaches here at
with many obstacles in the Trinity. In the email, the proworkforce that their male fessor corrected me for calling
"Mrs."
instead
of
counterparts do not experi- her
ence. The most obvious of "Professor" in an email I had
these obstacles is having a sent her. Although my calling
child, which traditionally has her "Mrs." was a mistake (I
meant that a woman has to had just emailed a female
leave the workforce for a peri- mentor who prefers to be
od of time that may be detri- called "Mrs.", and in my rush
mental to the progression of to respond to my emails I still
their career. Chief Executive had that title on my mind),
Officer of Yahoo Marissa her email drew attention to
Mayer was recently criticized the fact that the title "Mrs."
after she returned to work has implications that many do
almost immediately after giv- not consider. In this regard,
ing birth to her first child. even the way we address
And Chief Operating Officer of women has evolved as a result
Facebook Sheryl Sandberg of their increased participa recently released a book tion in the workforce.
(titled "Lean In: Women,
Similarly, while serving as
Work, and the Will to Lead") Prime Minister Margaret
in which she advocates for the Thatcher was called "Prime
increased participation of Minister." There was no diswomen in the workforce.
tinction in her title as a result
The attention given to both of her status as a female
these women and their balanc- Prime Minister (although she
ing of a career and family life was later awarded the title of
indicates that even though Baroness following her time
years have passed since as Prime Minister). If women
Thatcher's time as Prime are to move forward in the
Minister, the role of women in workforce, we must be recogthe workforce is still a much- nized on equal terms regarddebated topic. It is also inter- less of our sex.
esting to consider the implications for women who choose to
pursue both a family life and a
-EMB
career, and the implications
for those who choose to solely
pursue a career.
This past weekend I

Trip od Ed ito r i a ls r e pr ese n t th e v iews o f t h e exec u tive bo a rd o f Th e Trinity Tripod,
co mpr ise d o f t h e E d it or - in-Chie f a nd t h e M a n a g ing Ed it or.
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Veni, Vidi, Graffiti: A new tradition
R.H. COLEMAN '77
ALUMNI CONTRIBUTOR

Walk the 100 acres that
comprise Trinity College and
you will see hundreds of
names chiseled in stone,
carved in wood and etched
into glass directly on and
around the buildings where
we learn, we socialize, we eat,
we sleep and we pray.
We honor these people by
displaying their names for
generations to see and to be
inspired. They helped shape
Trinity and we are all their
heirs. And yet, there's another
story implicit in these names
that we rarely consider that's
every bit as important-the

story of how Trinity shaped
them.
What do you suppose these
people would say to that ques·
tion?
It's time we ask everyone
and time for a new tradition.
If self·awareness and self·
realization are the hallmarks
of the liberal arts education,
then it's time we embrace a
new tradition of students
expressing their individual
hopes, values and aspirations
directly on the single most
iconic, most shared piece of
the campus: the Long Walk.
This is VoxPop. VoxPop is
the right of all Trinity stu·
dents to inscribe the words of
their choosing in chalk on the

Long Walk. It happens twice
in your Trinity years-once
upon matriculation and once
upon graduation.
Whereas our peers at
other institutions are given
clay pipes or walking sticks at
commencement, we at Trinity
are given a simple piece of
chalk. But we are also given a
glorious canvas.
So as we take chalk in
hand this year to initiate
VoxPop in this new rite of
passage, let us contemplate
our time at Trinity and, if
only for a moment, inscribe
the thoughts we value most in
our boldest, most unforget·
table, most resonant words
for all to see.

Along fhe Long Walk
If you had the chance to write something on the Long Walk for everyone to

see, what would It be?

''Be a little friendly, just say hi to people, smile as
you walk by."
-Alex Suarez '16
"Love thy roommate."
-Caroline Nolan '14
"It's a beautiful day/ Sky falls, you feel like/ It's a
beautiful day I Don't let it get away."
- Greg Convertito '16
"Don't drink the lemonade."
-Derek Gibson '14

"If you can't find your car, it was probably towed."
- Jennifer Dorfman '14
COURTESY OF ELAINA ROLLINS '16
Vax Populi is a Latin phrase that translates to "voice of the people." The Trinity community can display their vo ice with chalk on the Long Walk.

Students tnust utilize advisors before registering for classes
CHANEL PALACIOS '14
OPINIONS EDITOR

This week is advising
week. Logic indicates that
next week is when students
pick their classes for next
week. Oh boy, isn't everyone
excited?
Every
semester
begins the race for the best
classes, the best schedule, and
the best professors. There are
some things students should
think about if they haven't
already.
First, your advisors are not
some supreme entity that you
should only speak to once a
semester. While there are
many advisors that are very
unapproachable, it is very
important for students to take
an active role in speaking to
their advisors. Advisors are
extremely busy, so don't be
surprised when they don't go
out of their way to monitor
your progress. That is your job
as a student. If you have ques·
tions about what classes to
take or what to do with your
life, set up a meeting with
your advisor. They aren't psy·
chic, and won't know when
you're going through an aca demic crisis.
For freshmen and sopho·
mores, your advisors are espe·
cially there for you. They are
your first year seminar pro·

fessors. They have had class
with you. They know you bet·
ter than you would like. They
are there to guide you into
your first years of college,
before releasing you into the
wild that will become your
major and new advisor.
Personally, I had a fantastic
advisor for my first year and a
half, (Shout out to Professor
Gregory) . She helped me pick
classes that I had to take out·
side my major, she scolded me
when I wasn't putting in
enough effort, and she was
excited for me whenever I
accomplished something more
than just showing up for
class. So in my experience, I
can say that your advisor as
an underclassman will be the
most approachable professor
you encounter here. Of course
there are students who didn't
particularly connect with
their first advisors, and in
that case bummer. You missed
out, and I hope your new advi·
sor can fulfill that void.
For juniors and seniors,
you should be getting to know
your advisor, or already have
known them so much that
they wish you would stop
emailing them. If you don't
like your advisor, try someone
else. You are supposed to be
able to speak to your advisor
about anything related to

your academics or possibly
future career, so if you can't
even tell your advisor about a
class you want to take, some·
thing isn't right. Once you
find the
right
advisor,
whether it be a professor you
really liked or someone you
only met once you declared
but discovered how amazing
they were, things should be a
smooth ride. At that point,
you just have to worry about
what classes to take, and your
advisor is there to share in
that worry and excitement.
Next week it'll be time to
sign up for classes. Ideally,
you'd have an idea of what
you want to take beforehand,
but if not then here are some
words of wisdom. Don't take
more than two or three
English classes in one semes·
ter. In other words, don't take
too many classes that are
going toward your major. You
will get sick of reading similar
things over and over, and you
will want a break. Everyone
should take an easier class
every semester, or a class out·
side their maJor that just
seems interesting. I'm not
telling students to take a class
just because it's easy and you
can cruise through. It's just
better to have classes in different fields . You get to meet
new people, and you keep

yourself from viewing classes
in your major as routine and
typical. Don't be in a little his·
tory bubble.
Everyone keeps in mind
their actual schedule when
signing up for classes. Please
don't be the kind of student
that won't take an interesting
class just because it's early in
the morning or meets on a
Friday. There are definitely
professors who are worth
going to that early class for,
because you just can't help
but match their enthusiasm.
That early morning class goes
by a lot faster than an afternoon class that bores you out
of your mind. Professors will
appreciate that you have cho·
sen to take this ridiculously
early class, or at least my pro·
fessors appreciate it. It shows
a genuine interest m the
class, and they'll be more will·
ing to help you on your paper
topics or problem sets if they
know that you are trying. The
opposite end of the spectrum
is night classes. I don't recom·
mend taking an g:30 a.m.
class and then also taking a
night class. It isn't ideal. It's
not impossible either, but
eventually one class is going
to get a lot less attention
when all you can think about
is the warm, comfy bed wait·
ing for you.

Unfortunately for fresh·
man, you get last pick. You
may feel completely frustrat ·
ed at your lack of choices
when it comes to classes, but
it's the same system as with
the house lottery, for better or
worse. It's based on seniority,
and complaining to upperclassmen about it is just like
complaining about puberty.
Everyone goes through it, and
this is the way of the land.
You are more than welcome to
leave a revolt to inspire
change though. This isn't to
say that you won't get what
classes you want. Many spots
are reserved specifically for
freshman and sophomores, so
have fun battling it out with
your classmates. Just remem·
ber to talk to your advisor
first, because if you don't do
so this week then you'll have
a hold and you won't be able
to get any of the classes that
you want ..
As everyone meets with
their advisors and chooses
classes, kind in mind your
capabilities and be realistic.
If you aren't going to be interested in a class, don't take it
just
for
the
schedule.
Remember that your advisors
are full of rafiki·like wisdom,
and talking to them can only
help. Happy hunting every·
one.

Opinions put forth in this section are those of the writers themselves and cb not reflect the views of The Trinity Tripod nor of its staff.
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Connecticut establishes tough laws in effort to reform gun control
JEFF SYBERTZ '13
STAFF WRITER

At the start of this semester, I wrote an article regarding the current state of gun
control in the wake of the
Sandy
Hook
Elementary
shooting. I wrote of the need
for the federal government to
enact tougher gun laws,
despite political bickering and
powerful lobbies, in order to
prevent another Sandy Hook
from happening and help
decrease the number of gun
related deaths in America's
urban areas.
Although the federal government is still struggling to
enact any sort of substantive
legislation, the state of
Connecticut was finally able to
implement substantial gun
reform this past week. Many
have said that these reforms
have made Connecticut's gun
laws some of the toughest in
the country. Although some
people may argue that some of
the measures are too extreme,
these reforms represent an
example of bipartisanship in
the wake of one of the worst
national tragedies in our history.
After a gunman killed 20
children and six educators at
the Sandy Hook Elementary
School
m
Newtown,
Connecticut on December
14th, all of American society
knew that there n eeded to be
changes to the nation's gun
laws. The gunman used legally

purchased assault weapons.
In the wake of the tragedy, the
Obama administration and
the Democratic Party vowed to
enact significant federal gun
control measures to prevent
the more than dozen mass
shootings and nearly 10,000
gun related deaths in 2012.
However, in the four months
since the shooting, the federal
government has been unable
to enact anything significant
because of obstructionist politics in Washington and the
power of gun lobbies.
Although the call for federal gun law reform has been
much louder, the state of
Connecticut also vowed to
enact significant state gun
control laws because of the
fact that the Newtown shooting took place in the state of
Connecticut. With much less
fanfare than the federal gun
control debate, the state of
Connecticut established the
toughest gun control laws in
the country last week. Some of
these new laws included
adding
more
than
100
weapons to the assault
weapons ban, created the
nation's
first
dangerous
weapon offender registry, and
enacted background reforms
for all firearms sales.
The bill also included
measures that would attempt
to address some of the state's
mental health and school
security deficiencies. The bill
was easily passed in both the
House and Senate with strong

bipartisan support and has
been lauded as an example of
officials from both sides of the
aisle banding together to create legislation for the benefit
of their constituents.
The bill is not as comprehensive as it was originally
designed to be, as gun control
advocates were unable to get
magazine size limits into the
legislation. Nonetheless, this
bill shows that governments
can effectively respond to the
demands of their voters, especially in the wake of a national
tragedy. Granted, Democrats
own large majorities in both
the House and the Senate in
Connecticut and widespread
support from the Republican
Party was not needed to get
this
legislation
passed.
Nonetheless, lawmakers wanted to make sure that this law
transcended petty political
issues. No matter what one
may think of the overall gun
control debate, one does not
have to want every gun in the
United States confiscated by
the government to realize that
something had to be done after
the number of mass shootings
in the US in 2012.
Although the legislation
may not be as extensive as it
needs to be, the fact that something has finally been done
helps restore the faith in government for many American
citizens. Connecticut went
from being one of the states
with the weakest gun laws in
the country to having some of

the strongest laws. These laws
will not prevent all future
mass shootings and gun related deaths. People who should
not be able to use firearms will
always find ways to acquire
firearms.
Trying to prevent all gun
related deaths is like trying to
stop all people from drunk
driving; it is simply impossible. But this does not mean we
should not try to do everything
we can stop gun crimes. In the
wake of dozens of mass shootings and 10,000 gun related
deaths in the past year, it is
obvious that we have not done
enough. Despite the limita tions and controversy surrounding
the
recent
Connecticut gun laws, it is a

significant
first
step.
Lawmakers from both sides
came togeth er to address the
state's worst tragedy in its history. However, we will be able
to truly evaluate our lawmakers and this law in the coming
weeks and months.
If lawmakers simply enacted these reforms to show their
commitment to their constituents in the wake of
tragedy and then fail to follow
up on this law in the future ,
gun crimes will not decrease.
However, if lawmakers stay
committed to this issue and
continue
to
implement
reforms, then the deaths of
those 26 people at Sandy Hook
Elementary will not have been
in vain.

COURTESY OF www.cga.ct.gov
As the federal government struggles with gun reform, Connecticut passes tough state laws.

Parking situation deteriorates as drivers ignore school rules
CAROLINE NOLAN '14

to be home on short notice?
Two hundred dollars starts to
sound like a deal, so you con It's the beginning of the tinue to fill out the form, get
academic year. After spend- your parking sticker, and coning hours lugging all of your tinue with your day.
belongings up flights of
For a while, everything is
stairs, cleaning, and rear- fine . You consistently get a
ranging furniture, you begin good place to park, right outthe annual process of settling side of your dorm, and can
in. Before everyone else has even make a quick trip to
the same idea,
H
ld
. D u n k i n '
you head over
· ·· ow cou you possi- before class
to
Campus bly put a price on the con- every mornSafety to get venience of having your car ing without
your
parking on campus? Think of all s o m e o n e
permit for the the times you will need to stealing your
year.
As you
spot. There's
begin to fill out
run to CVS/the
always comall of the neces- mall/Savers to buy an out- petition for
sary informafit that you'll only wear the
best
tion, you glance once for that themed party spots,
but
over
at
the
generally
price:
$200.
next week.
there seems
Two hundred dollars? For a to be more than enough parkparking sticker?!
ing for everyone. Then, a few
It's an extravagant pur- weeks later, campus seems a
chase, but how could you pos- bit empty.
sibly put a price on the conWhether it's over Trinity
venience of having your car Days or just happens to be a
on campus? Think of all the quiet weekend, there are
times you will need to run to more parking spots open in
CVS/the mall/Savers to buy every lot than you've seen all
an outfit that you'll only wear semester. Then, one Monday,
once for that themed party it happens: like the plague of
next week.
locusts in Egypt, cars begin to
Maybe you're living in one flood campus. What was once
of the few dorms with a a leisurely drive to get coffee
kitchen and will need to becomes a race to get back
make regular trips to the gro- before anyone else in his or
cery store. What if you need her car can take your spot
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

from you.
After the first few weeks of
the semester, the rules concerning student parking lots
slack. A few cars here and
there begin to appear without
parking stickers, taking spots
from students who have paid
the $200 (or $100 for the
semester) fee. While inconvenient, they may receive a
parking ticket or two .
However, once weekends
such
as
Trinity
Days,
Thanksgiving, or Spring
Break have passed, student
parking becomes a free-forall. Campus Safety no longer
writes up tickets or tows cars
without stickers parked at
Trinity.
Freshmen disregard the
regulations all together and
start to bring their cars back
with them.
Even faculty
members begin overflowing
into student lots. Students
bring their cars without registering because they know
they can get away with it.
If the lot by their dorm is
full, a few students create
their own 'spots' and park
directly behind dumpsters or
double-park against the cars
of strangers (by far the most
irritating option) , amongst
other things . Aside from
Campus Safety writing down
notes, it doesn't look as if anything is being done.

In the midst of this chaos, Safety officer before he called
there seems to be only one, a tow truck for my car. Let
hard rule: if a student's car is me say, I have never apprecifound parked in a faculty lot, ated being woken up in the
it is almost certain to be middle of a nap more in my
towed immediately, without life.
even a call from the school.
I don't think taking two
Granted, the school's web- minutes to call a student to
site does tell us that "Campus move his or her car is so
Safety will not make 'courtesy much to ask for, especially
calls' to prevent a vehicle considering the price of
from
towretrieving it, as
Freshmen disregard the
ing ... " when
well as how much
regulations all together of a nuisance it is
violating
various regand start to bring their to do so.
ulations.
The College is
cars back with them.
This
is
quick to point to
Even faculty members
understand the various stu begin
overflowing into stu- dent lots on cam able when
the car is dent lots. Students bring pus in response to
parked in a their cars without register- such
problems .
fire lane or
However,
just
ing because they know
handiabout half of these
capped spot, they can get away with it. lots are as far from
which is in obvious disregard student dorms , especially
for the law. But, after paying those located at the bottom of
$200, is it really so hard to Vernon Street.
make a quick phone call,
With so many questions
especially when, with the about safety at Trinity comissuance of the parking per- ing up annually, as well as
mit, students provide their incidents of tire-slashing and
cell phone number?
stolen cars in campus lots,
There's a very good chance students find it increasingly
that a student is within a 10 difficult to leave their cars so
minute walk from where he or far away from where there is
she has parked, and can move the most activity on campus.
his/her car without the assis- On issues of student parking,
tance of a $92 tow truck and a students and Campus safety
friend to help get it back. need to work out a comproPersonally, I have received a mise in order for any change
courtesy call from a Campus to come about on campus.
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.3-D movie trend foreshadows frightening future for Hollywood
F ORREST ROBINETTE '16
OPINIONS EDITOR

Ever
since
Jam es
Cameron's wildly successful
"Avatar," Hollywood has thoroughly and foolishly embraced
the 3-D movie. Today, the average movie theatre is almost
always playing at least one 3D film and more often theatres
feature two, three or even four
3-D movies at any given time.
As of this very moment, a sizable theatre is likely to be
playing some or all of the following 3-D films: "G.I . Joe:
Retaliation," "The Croods,''
"Oz The Great and Powerful,"
and "Jurassic Park." And it is
likely that the number of 3-D
films will only increase over
time because they have proven
themselves to be so profitable.
"Avatar" changed the 3-D
game because it made the
technology more accessible,
mainstream, and impressive
than ever before. Since then,
big budget blockbusters have
sought to recreate Cameron's
stunning box-office receipts.
My question is this: what is so
great about 3-D? What does it
add to the essential moviegoing experience that makes it
so much better than the now
inferior "2-D?"
First, tickets to a 3-D movie
are typically six to seven dollars more expensive than a 2D counterpart. So what makes
the $11.00 ticket so worth it?
Roger Ebert beautifully wrote
about how a film does not need
to jump out as us to engage us.
He said that a great 2-D film
"completely engages our imaginations." Ebert went on to
think about what "Fargo" or
"Casablanca" could possibly
gain from being shot in 3-D.
The entire notion of 3-D film
insults the moviegoer. It's a
gimmick, plain and simple.
Novels and short stories rely
completely on the reader's
imagination and we don't feel
a need to technologically reno·
vate the novel.

Many critics of 3-D have
also noted that movies already
exist in 3-D in our minds.
When we look at a film, the
characters and the set do not
exist in a two dimensional
space. For me, the term "2-D"
conjures the image of the early
Super Mario games in which
Mario could move left, right,
up, down and in no other
direction. I think it's clear that
"2-D" characters such as
Gandalf and Buzz Lightyear
are not similarly limited. In 2D films we see and experience
depth, perspective, closeness,
and distance in a completely
sufficient and enjoyable way.
3-D films attempt to bridge a
gap between the audience and
the screen that never needed
bridging.
It's not just that 3-D doesn't add anything substantial.
In my opinion, it actually
degrades and detracts from
any movie going experience.
First of all, the brightness is
severely reduced in 3-D films.
The technology currently
being used for 3-D doesn't
allow for the same production
quality that is always the
standard in 2-D film. Lenny
Lipton, considered by some to
be the inventor of modern 3-D
technology wrote about today's
digital projectors saying they
are "intrinsically inefficient."
Half the light goes to one eye
and half to the other, which
immediately results in a 50
percent reduction in illumination." A 3-D film, despite any
massive budget, is dimmer
and less vibrant than a 2-D
film.
For me, 3-D makes my
head hurt and makes me a little queasy. And I know I'm not
the only one who has had such
an experience with 3-D. By its
very nature, 3-D is an unnatural visual experience. Our
minds can easily become
strained attempting to process
it, resulting in frequent
headaches. Critics of 3-D have
noted that the technology is

not calibrated in the same way
that our eyes are. The way
that 3-D movies force us to
experience depth and perspective are foreign to how our
own eyes are designed to experience those sensations.
Countless movies are being
retrofitted with 3-D, which is
probably the most horrifying
thought imaginable. Movies
that were not originally made
in 3-D are being degraded in
an attempt to update them.
The most recent victim of this
sick practice is
Steven
Spielberg's visual masterpiece
"Jurassic Park." I refuse to go
see this newly imagined
"Jurassic Park" because all I
can imagine is how the awe
and absolute terror of the original will be degraded and bastardized in this cheap, gimmicky,
money-grabbing
rehash.
The "reimagining" of classic films into 3-D exposes the
blatant commercialism of
Hollywood that has been pres·
ent for many years now, but
seems to now be reaching new
heights of artistic corruption.
Hollywood has always had the
goal of making money, but few
times before has that goal so
maimed the artistic integrity
of the industry. Great films
are being refitted with this
new technology and are being
passed off as "better than ever
before." Stunning Disney classics such as "The Lion King"
and "Beauty and the Beast"
have reentered theatres in a
downgraded and subpar fashion. But imagine the moneymaking potential of this
recent marketing ploy. Why
spend the money to create
anything new or original when
you can just degrade something great by presenting it in
the latest gimmicky and inferior medium? Remaking old
movies into 3-D is a crutch for
an industry that is struggling
to remain meaningful and valued.
The current 3-D situation

is not that bad for people like
me who hate it. I thankfully
still have the option to just go
see the 2-D version. However,
my fears are as follows. First,
big budget 3-D action films are
becoming par for the course
for the movies these days . The
comic book film has reigned
supreme for the last several
years because the superhero
premise is an excellent way to
justify a two or three-hour
special effects show.
Can you imagine a meaningful drama shot in 3-D. I'm
trying to imagine a version of
"The Social Network" in which
the characters jump out at me.
The more that audiences
encourage the 3-D action film
trend, the harder it will be for
serious filmmakers to find
funding and support for their
projects.
As of right now, audiences
are flocking to special effects
showcases, which often sacrifice a strong script, interesting
characters and creativity for
shock and awe. If this trend
continues, directors who want
to make meaningful (but less
flashy) films will find them selves at a disadvantage as

Hollywood will only want to
support huge special effects
shows that they know will pay
off at the box office.
Hollywood seems to have
turned to this new artless
practice as a crutch for its
inability to create meaningful
art. As movies fail to attract
audiences with great stories
and artful direction, they turn
to tacky technology to make
up for their weaknesses. I do
not take issue with the notion
of 3-D as a side option for
those who are interested. My
fear is that it will continue to
grow and come to consume an
already flagging film industry.
3-D signals an increase in
commercialism and sacrifice of
quality across the board.
Everyone has the right to go
see a 3-D movie if they want
to, but I will be horrified if
ever a film is offered only in 3D and not in 2-D. As for now, I
hope audiences come to their
senses about 3-D and stop
encouraging it. And I submit
the following message to the
rehashers who are destroying
classic films in 3-D remakes: If
anyone touches "The Lord of
the Rings,'' there will be blood.

COURTESY OF www.elestoque.com
Steven Spielberg's classic 1993 film "Jurassic Park" has returned to theaters in 3-0 format.
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NEWS
The Trinity Tripod

Awareness of sexual violence raised during "Take Back the Night"
continued from page 1

Sexual assault can cause longlasting trauma and survivors
together against the wind as can be affected in many ways,
Associate Head Football Coach such as depression, slipping
Lew Acquarulo shared his grades, and other problems.
story and involvement with Luckily, the student was
the issue. Acquarulo refer- grateful for many resources on
enced his college experience campus who helped her come
"not so long ago," but said that through not as a victim, but a
dialogue on sexu survivor.
al assault awareLockwood stressed in Throughout the
ness was nearly her introduction that night, the speaknonexistent. He h
h
d k ers
referenced
. h
a c k now 1e d g e d t ose w o are too run '''blue d ot s, ,, w h ic
being a passive passed out, asleep, or are easy and helpbystander
in otherwise incapacitated ful ways to step in
many situations
r
when signs of a
cannot give consent ior
as a college stusexual
assault
dent, and has
any sexual act. ..
may take place.
taken an imporBernard
and
tant role as leader of the Male Abreu encouraged those in
Ambassadors,
a
campus attendance to be aware of
organization dedicated to rais- when they or their friends may
ing awareness among males, be put in a compromised situawho make up a majority of tion and need to distract,
sexual violence perpetrators.
delay, or defuse the situation.
Mercy Ward '15 then shared These include simple actions
a moving story of a long-since such as saying to a drunk
graduated Trinity student, friend, "Let's go get some
who was drugged and raped pizza," or, "Come dance to this
during her freshman year at song with me." Lockwood
Trinity. The student repressed stressed in her introduction
the memories of her rape for that those who are too drunk,
three years before finally passed out, asleep, or otheradmitting to herself and oth- wise incapacitated cannot give
ers what had happened. consent for any sexual act,

whether it be kissing, touching, or penetration of any
kind. The theme of "if you see
something, do something"
came from these simple steps
that any student on campus
should be able to exercise in
order to help out a friend or
stranger.
"If students remember just
one or two of these examples
and feel empowered to act next
time they observe a dangerous
situation, then we accomplished a huge feat, " said
Lockwood on the Blue Dot
Campaign, a new addition this
year.
The group of about 100 carried this chant as the event
moved from Raether Library
to the Plaque, attracting passing students long the way.
Here, Director of Student
Activities Romulus Perez
shared some chilling statistics
from a Neuroscience student's
senior thesis. The student had
been a victim of sexual assault
herself and used that experience to study the effect of sexual assault on the brain. She
pointed out that all of the survivors she studied and interviewed showed symptoms of
Post-Traumatic
Stress

Disorder, and he shared statis- zations that seek to put an end
tics about the number of rapes to sexual and power-based viosuch
as
Planned
and assault that go unreport- lence
Parenthood and the One
ed.
Quirks member Margaret Billion Rising Campaign. An
Nolan '14 noted that, "It was exciting finish was a flash-mob
great to see so many students dance called "Break the
support the cause. Sexual Chain," which featured 45 stuassault is an uncomfortable dents and faculty who first
subject to talk
performed
the
about, and that it
She pointed out that flash mob m
why it is so impor- all of the survivors she February at the
tant to make sure studied and interviewed Legislative Office
that those who
h
d
Building in downhave been affected s owe symptoms of town Hartford.
don't
remain Post-Traumatic Stress The
event's
silent!"
Disorder and he shared organizers had
A f t e r
'
the idea to end on
some emotional statistics about the num- a positive, powertestimony,
the ber of rapes and assault ful note coupled
event took a turn
that go unreported. with a reading of
the
poem
for the uplifting
with performances by some of "Rising," by Eva Ensler.
Trinity's celebrated groups.
Despite the wind chill,
The Quirks sang "Sigh No the 12th annual Take Back the
More" and the Dischords per- Night was a rousing success.
formed "A Change is Gonna The message was heard loud
Come." Back at the Cave and clear across campus and
Patio, the Shonda Steppers attendees learned valuable
performed a lively dance and skills to help prevent sexual
event participants performed assault in the future. The
a Bystander Intervention skit event was both inspirational
to put some of the blue dots' and informative, and is instru advice to practical use. The mental in changing the cam event wrapped up with some pus environment on such a relintroductions to other organi- evant and sensitive issue.

Amnesty hosts letter writing campaign
ALIE SCHREIBER '13
STAFF WRITER

CHLOE MILLER
chloe.mlller®trlncoll.edu

ELAINA ROLLINS
elaina.rollins@trincoll.edu

The Trinity College chapter
of Amnesty International is
hosting their last event of the
year this coming Wednesday,
April 10 at 8 p.m. in The Fred.
There will be many activities
going on, including: three letter writing campaigns, music,
food from Piolin, and a halfhour film entitled "The
Witness to Guantanamo,"
which is a compilation of
interviews with various people
involved in Guantanamo Bay,
from
interrogators
and
lawyers to family members of
victims.
Amnesty International is a
global movement of activism
to end abuse of human rights
around the world. Trinity's
Amnesty Chapter is run by
Sarah Kacevich '13, a Human
Rights and Hispanic Studies
major who felt compelled to
dedicate her time to urging
Trinity students to engage
locally and globally. Cha pter
Vice President Diana Ryan '14
h as lead the cause fo r this specific event.
The let ter writ ing campaign
is centered on Amn esty
Internation al USA's Security
with Hu man Rights campaign. The main goals of this
campaign are: "1. Uph old the
righ ts of victim s of armed
group . The deliberat e targetin g of civilia ns for at tack can
never be justified. We support
victims of armed groups by

working for their rights to
truth, justice and reparation.
2. Ensure accountability for
torture. States and individuals responsible for torture and
other human rights violations
must be held accountable to
the law, so that victims and
the public have justice. 3. End
unlawful and abusive detention. All people are equal
before the law. Every person
has the right to either be
charged and fairly tried, or be
released -- and not tortured or
abused."
Trinity's
chapter
of
Amnesty International says
its major advocacy goals will
be
focusing
on
closing
Guantanamo Bay and ceasing
the use of drones in the
Middle East. There will be
three separate campaigns that
will be conducted, all of which
will fall under this overarching theme. Members of the
organization have done extensive research on these topics
and will present background
informa tion on each of the
three campaigns during the
event.
One of th e key areas inclu de
a petition askin g t h e United
States to a pologize to Maher
Arar, a Canadian citizen who
was taken by the US government during a flight change in
J FK. H e was detained by U.S.
a ut horities, and t h en secretly
t r ansferred to Syria where he
was h eld a nd t ortured for a
yea r.
The film tha t is being

shown is part of a larger project in which detainees and
witnesses to the atrocities at
Guantanamo
are
filmed
telling their stories. This proj ect reflects the Shoah model,
which was a project started by
Stephen Spielberg to collect
interviews with Holocaust
survivors.
Over
52,000
Holocaust survivors have
shared their story so far.
The
Witness
to
Guantanamo project is far
newer then the Shoah project,
but has already collected
interviews from 103 people
from 14 countries. Amnesty
International has selected
some of these documented
interviews to be viewed at the
letter
writing
campaign.
Erwin Chemerinsky, a participant in the interviews, said, "I
don't think that the American
public has ever been able to
see
the
Guantanamo
detainees a s human beings .
That ... maybe that will be the
beauty and the brilliance of
this project." It is becau se of
statemen ts like t his t h at
Amn esty Internation al, both
a t Trinity a nd n a t ion ally, has
decide d to work with this
organization and h ighlight the
h u man rights violations that
are occurring.
Kath erine Gagen '16 said,
"This is Amnesty's last event
for t h e year and the last event
for some of our senior mem her s, so we're all looking forward to it a nd h oping for a
great turnout!"
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Trinity hosts internationally renowned robotics competition
ELAINA ROLLINS '16
NEWS EDITOR

This past weekend Trinity
College hosted the 20th annual
Fire Fighting Home Robot
Contest, a popular robotics
competition with over 130
teams. Seven different countries send students to Trinity
for this event, including teams
from Armenia, China, and
Japan. There are 26 prizes
awarded at the end of the
weekend, and last year, China
and Indonesia took home 18 of
those awards. The Fire
Fighting Home Robot Contest
is one of the top robotics com·
petitions in the world, and the
level of difficulty involved for
each task has grown as well.
The competition consists of
two main events: a RoboWaiter
competition and a
Fire
Fighting Competition. The
RoboWaiter component is an
assistive robotics competition,
which means that this event
connects robotics technology to
individuals with disabilities.
Students place their robot,
which they constructed them·
selves, in a kitchen arena during a series of five-minute tri·
als. They must use the robot to
identify food in a fridge,
retrieve the food, and then
deliver it across the arena to
doll in a wheelchair.
Students decorate their
robots with bright colors and

COURTESY OF: www.trincoll.edu/events/robot/Photos
Students competing in the Fire Fighting Home Robot Contest construct their own robots that can function autonomously.

exciting designs. However,
despise the lavish decoration,
the robot is actually quite
small - about the size of a
breadbox.
The RoboWaiter competition
is especially renowned because
it is the first international
assistive robotics event. This
specific part of the Fire
Fighting Home Robot Contest
began in 2009 after the
Connecticut
Council
on
Developmental
Disabilities
(CTCDD) contacted Trinity
Professor of Engineering David
J. Ahlgren. The CTCDD want·
ed to raise awareness about the
need for robotic devices to help

people with disabilities. The
conversations and testing for
this event began three years
prior to its actual launch.
This year, the RoboWaiter
competition has more people
competing than ever before.
Almost 40 teams will bring
their robots to campus for this
event, including teams from
China, Indonesia, and Israel.
The Fire Fighting Contest,
on the other hand, requires
students' robots to respond to a
fire alarm, find the fire, and
extinguish it - all as fast as
possible. Teams from Georgia,
Indiana, Ohio, Texas, Canada,
and Israel will all be compet·

News In Brief
First integrated prom in Wilcox

Students go hungry at lunch

For the first time ever, Wilcox
County High School in Rochelle, GA
will have a racially integrated prom.
Traditionally, white students and black
students attended separate events
because dances are hosted privately by
parents and students, not by the school
district. Although the integrated prom
has garnered support, some local resi·
dents have protested this idea for
change by tearing down posters advertising the event.

Elementary school students in
Coehlo Middle School in Attleboro,
MA were denied lunch this week if
they had a negative balance on their
pre·paid lunch cards. Up to 25 stu·
dents were asked to throw out food
after passing through the cafeteria
line. Principal Andrew Boles was very
upset with the situation, but stated
that the school district has no official
policy for dealing with this type of
problem.

North Korea loads two missiles

N. Carolina seeks state religion

A U.S. official has confirmed that
North Korea has loaded two missiles
into launchers, while South Korea has
deployed naval destroyers along its
coast. In response to this information,
the British Foreign Office declared that
it cannot guarantee safety for its diplo·
mats working in that area if fighting
starts. U.S. communications suggest
that a "North Korean missile launch is
a possibility."

Two Republican representatives in
North Carolina filed a resolution on
Monday, April 1, that would allow the
state to declare Christianity as the
state's official religion. The resolution
would also reject any federal laws
about how the state understands the
establishment of religion. Critics
argue that the resolution violates the
U.S. Constitution's First Amendment
right to freedom of religion.

FAA delays closure of towers
This Friday, April 5, the Federal
Aviation
Administration
(FAA)
announced that it will delay the closure
of 149 federal-contract air traffic con·
trol towers. The closures are scheduled
to begin April 7, and the FAA hopes to
reopen the towers by June 15. These
closures are in response to a federal
requirement of $637 million in spend·
ing cuts.

ing. This event focuses on
robotics as an educational tool
and how they can help humans
in this way.
Once the robots hear the fire
alarm signal, they must then
find the fire. However, this part
of the task is not as easy as it
may seem. The arena is
designed to look like a typical
family home, meaning there
are separate rooms with tables,
chairs, and couches. During all
parts of this event, the robot
must operate on its own. No
human help is allowed; so the
robot uses its sensors, control
logic, and actuators to complete
the tasks.

Each robot completes the
task three times, and the top
two scores are evaluated. This
method is designed to ensure
that some teams do not have
an arena with an easier setup,
therefore giving them an
unfair advantage.
Within the Fire Fighting
Contest there are junior, high
school, senior, walking, and
expert divisions. The expert
division, for example, is open to
competitors of any age. The
burning candles for "expert"
competitors could be located
anywhere in the arena, includ·
ing high in the air on top of
other obstacles. Contestants in
any division score more points
if there are more items in their
respective arena.
Robots are penalized in the
Fire Fighting Contest if they
hit a wall. Officials for the
Trinity College Fire Fighting
Home Robot Contest explain
that, "In a real world situation,
moving through a house by ric·
ocheting off the walls is not a
very practical means of locomo·
tion." The judges are looking
for a robot that can function
realistically.
The RoboWaiter took place
on Saturday, April 6 at 1:15
p.m. Hartford Mayor Pedro
Segarra and Trinity College
Dean of Students Richard
Prigodich introduced the event.
The Fire Fighting Contest took
place on Sunday, April 7.

...-....~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~--.

Intercollegiate
Update
Wesleyan University

Tufts University

Conn.
Senator
Richard
Blumenthal spoke to the Wesleyan
community about gun control legislation last Thurs., April 4. The talk was
sponsored by WesDems and referenced the Newtown shootings while
also emphasizing that gun violence is
an ongoing problem. Around 100
students attended the discussion.

The Tufts Community Union
unanimously passed a resolution to
revise the undergraduate advising
process. The resolution calls specifically for a more detailed process in
matching students with advisors with
similar interests. It will hopefully set a
more stable foundation for incoming
students in the next few years.

Harvard College

Bowdoin College

Sheryl
Sandberg,
Chief
Operating Officer of Facebook and
Harvard alum, spoke to the student
body urging them to be aggressive
and ambitious in pursuit of their
goals. She said Harvard students
had the most confident response to
this request that she had seen in
any of her similar lectures.

The National Association of
Scholars released a 360-page critique
of Bowdoin College called ''The
Bowdoin Project" that indicts the
college for being too liberal on social
as well as academic issues. The study
was privately commissioned and
funded by a conservative think tank
and took 19 months to complete.

Proposed lease of XL Center

Yale University

Colby College

The city of Hartford has proposed
to lease the XL Center for ten years ·
a lease which would give the city
annual payments of $3 million in just
the first two years. However, in order
for this proposal to be carried out, the
city council must approve the lease
and all of its qualifications. A public
hearing on the issue is planned to be
held on Monday, April 15.

The Yale Climate and Energy
Institute unveiled a new track in
Energy Studies, beginning for sophomores in Fall 2013. The interdisciplinary program will combine scientific,
economic, and social approaches to
energy policy, but students are still
encouraged to major in a specific
area, such as environmental science.

Colby College announced last
week that it had achieved total carbon neutrality, which means that it
emits zero net carbon dioxide. This
goal has been achieved two years
ahead of schedule, thanks to the college using only renewable energy
sources and sustainably harvested
wood for heating.
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Students, alumni come together to discuss a ''better Trinity"
EMILY CHASSMAN '16
STAFF WRITER

Last Saturday, April 6 at 5
p.m. a small group of Trinity
alumni and members of
Trinity's Greek life organizations gathered to discuss the
changes being made to Trinity's
campus that are outlined in the
Committee Report released this
fall and to also develop a realistic course of action moving forward.
Spearheaded by Robert
Bibow '89, the group of four
male Trinity Greek organization alumni, who all are volunteering their time to help students, opened the forum by
voicing their disgust for the
new social policies set to be
implemented as early as next
fall, specifically those aimed at
destroying many, if not all, of
Trinity's
Greek
Letter
Organizations. There was a
consensus among alumni that
the new social policy changes
were not only unfair but nothing more than the administration pushing back against what
they deem as "the problem with
Trinity's social life." Although
many wouldn't argue that there
are definitely improvements to
be made to Trinity's current
social environment, students
and alums both agreed that the
administration is going about
solving that problem in a completely backwards way. Instead

of expanding the spheres for
social growth on campus, they
said the administration is taking away "the only social outlets
present on campus," as a member of the Ivy society described
it. When asked if other projects, such as the new Crescent
Street housing or the improvements to Vernon Social Center,
would realistically provide
social opportunities for night
life at Trinity, all students present unanimously agreed that
they would not, and that if
those projects were the only
perceived social channel on
campus, Trinity's social scene
would essentially be nonexistent.
Bibow then turned the meeting over to the students present
and asked their opinions on the
issues, specific dilemmas they
have already faced, and how
they think the alums could best
serve them.
Every Greek
organization was represented
and all were passionate about
the issues at hand. One member of Ivy Society voiced her
qualms with the new social policy: "It seems to be blatantly
clear that the administration's
goal is to end all Greek life on
campus. The bonds and ties I
have formed within my all
woman community is sacred to
me and it just seems so cruel
that the administration is taking away from us." Many students are most concerned with

the specific part of the committee's report outlining the coed
mandate that is to be imposed
on all current Greek organiza tions, a mandate that would
essentially wipeout more than
half of Trinity's current fraternities and sororities. When
asked about student's perceptions of the administration's
intended goal of the social policy changes, Pi Kappa Alpha
President Sonjay Singh '15
explained that he didn't believe
their intention was to be cruel
but rather a way for the school
to reinvent themselves and fix
(what they see as being necessary to fix) the perception of
Trinity as a "party school not
focused on academics."
Alums echoed this belief and
even brought light to the fact
that Trinity graduates have the
highest initial earning salaries
of any NESCAC college. This
fact calls into question the legitimacy of the "problems" the
administration has. Members
of Psi Upsilon confirmed similar beliefs, citing reference to
the extreme increase in
TCERTs that took place on
campus while the fraternities
were prohibited from opening.
The discussions present at
the meeting were expansive;
alums seemed to really want to
understand the current social
and academic environment on
campus, as they believed this to
be the most effective way in

preparing to combat the administration regarding these
issues. Many inconsistencies
were revealed, both by students
and alums, regarding the
Charter Report. One alum
described the report as, "something the school should be
ashamed to have put out."
Another disclosed that there
was a census that, ''The report
could have never been submitted to peer review," which is a
fundamental test to the legitimacy of an academic document.
Members of Greek organiza tions seem to have the biggest
problems with ''Trinity faculty
voting to take away something
they know nothing about." A
Psi U brother echoed this same
feeling explaining how his
house hosted members of
Trinity's
faculty
for
"Conversations over Cocktails"
at their house a few weeks ago.
Many
faculty
members
expressed their surprise at the
level of sophistication and elegance of the house environment, even admitting that it
was not what they imagined
the fraternity environment to
be like. All present seemed to
agree that there is currently an
extreme disconnect between
the students (especially Greek
students) and faculty on cam pus, and that the only way to
gain any support from the faculty is to educate them about
the true nature of Greek organ-

izations on campus, not just the
stereotypes surrounding them.
The meeting concluded by
discussing the course of action
for all moving forward. Bibow
reiterated that the best thing
for current Greek members to
pursue right now is the support
of the student body, Greek and
non-Greek. One alum, who
also happened to be a lawyer,
explained that, "The administration's strategy is a 'slow
burning' one, they are trying to
wait this thing out so it does
just what they want it to do.
What we need to do is stick
together on these issues. Never
underestimate the power of
one's own voice on campus."
Many alums have put together
a non-profit organization to
ensure that Greek organizations remain a part of Trinity,
and they urged students to join
online at http://www.savetrinity.com. Students were advised
to remain optimistic and were
assured that a large number of
Trinity alums are rallying to
stand up for students and that
no one is taking this lying
down. Alum after alum stated
in some way that the most
valuable things they learned at
Trinity didn't come from the
classroom but from the Greek
organizations they were a part
of and were passionate about
maintaining the features of
Trinity that made their time
here so special.

Annual Clement Lecture Fulbright Grant to Anthropology Prof.
on prescription drug use
ALEX COGGIN '16

CONTRIBUTING WRITER

continued from page 1
its Conviction Integrity Panel.
He is a past Vice President of
the New York City Bar
Association, and is a former
Chair
of
its
Executive
Committee. He is currently a
Vice Chair of the Committee of
the Judiciary of the New York
City Bar Association.
In his lecture Kougasian
touched on the fact that the
War on Drugs, which has
plagued American cities since
the 1970s, is no longer focused
on drugs like crack cocaine and
marijuana. Addiction to prescription medications is now
increasingly
a
problem.
Anyone can seek out an individual with a PhD and get
numerous prescriptions written for them. Shortages on certain medication like Adderall
have occurred in the past year.
Kougasian explained that corrupt doctors, rather than feigning patients, are the real problem. Many doctors do not even
have to meet with patients face
to face; they merely write prescription and go. Prescriptions
like Oxycodone are highly
addictive, even if addiction is
not prevalent in the patient's
family.
When asked what people
usually seek out these faulty
doctors in search of an
Oxycotton
prescription,
Kougasian responded, "Look

Charles A. Dana Research
Professor of Anthropology
James Trostle was recently
awarded a Fulbright Grant to
teach a graduate course in Chile
and perform research. Trostle
has over 25 years of international experience, and will teach a
graduate seminar at the
University of Chile in Santiago,
Chile. The grant will be in
effect from March 2014 to July
2014.
Trostle is a medical anthropologist with experience in the
areas of epidemiology and public health. His research will
focus on the health impacts on
road development. He will be
using anthropological and epidemiological methods and theories to explore the vast health
effects of social change. He will
seek to work with other
researchers actively involved in
similar projects.
Trostle will be teaching one of
the
following
seminars:
''Introduction
to
Medical
Anthropology," "Anthropology
and Epidemiology," or "The
Anthropology of Global Health."
Teaching courses in other countries is often very different from
teaching courses in the United
States, according to Trostle.
"Students often expect more lectures and are surprised by more
informal discussions during
class," he noted, ''I often find my
students
in other countries are
COURTESY OF Will Morrison '14
more
engaged
in the political
Pictured above is Kougasian speaking.

around the room, they look like
us. It is a scary thought that
one could become so hooked on
a drug that is easily obtainable."
In the question and answer
portion of Clement Lecture,
Kougasian was asked if the
trafficking rings of these prescription drugs have been
extended to other countries. In
a terrifying response, he
informed the room that not
only have these drugs been
introduced to the dangerous
drug trafficking ring, they are
being illegally mass-produced
and brought into the United
States. It is unfortunate that in
our society humans have been
infected with prescription
drugs that drastically alter
their mind and personalities if
abused.

aspects of a course." In his
Fulbright proposal, he states
that, "[he] understands that
there are national (and disciplinary) differences in teaching
style and student expectations
for what constitutes a 'good
class,' and am able to adapt to
local preferences." This type of
versatility and adaptability is
important to teaching in new
environments.
Trostle estimates that he will spend about
30 percent of his time teaching
and 70 percent of his time doing
research. The course will be conducted in Spanish, a familiar
territory for Trostle. He has
taught at locations in both
Mexico and Argentina before, so
he has a good amount of experience with teaching in other languages.
Not only will he be teaching
one of the seminars, but he also
expects to work with local university faculty and administration to either build or strengthen a program that will link the
social sciences and the health
sciences - similar to what his
research will be doing. He has
prior experience in the process,
as he designed and directed a
five-campus interdisciplinary
program called, "The Five
College Program in Culture,
Health and Science." The program was established earlier in
his career and, according to
Trostle's Fulbright proposal, "is
still going strong."
This is not the first extensive
research project Trostle has performed in South America. He

worked on a 12-year project in
Ecuador, in which he inspected
the effects of construction of a
new two-lane highway had
effected the social lives and disease transmission of the residents. The area did not have a
paved access road before the
construction of the highway, so
the effects were actually quite
significant. This previous project will likely prove quite helpful, as Trostle will be able to
implore prior knowledge and
findings to his research in Chile.
Comparing his findings in
Ecuador to his findings in Chile
is actually a central part of
Trostle's research. According to
his Fulbright proposal, he hopes
to look at "how the health
impact of roads or other linear
construction projects look different in other ecological and political/economic
contexts."
Essentially the question is: how
do these social impacts vary
between location and environment? Since this is his second
project on the topic, he will be
able to draw parallels and possibly bring to light important correlations
and
similarities
between his two projects.
Trostle put the importance of
his research into perspective in
the conclusion of his Fulbright
proposal: "[this research] is ...
valuable for exploring how to
study the complex types of
interactions between environmental change and health outcomes that are a growing part of
the contemporary human experience."
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At Trinity and around the world: Sophomore's new asthma app
SERENA ELAVIA '14
STAFF WRITER

If you're like me, you have no idea
how to use your inhaler. Luckily, all of
that will change soon. Student Gunjan
Gupta '15 is working with a company
called Emedsim to develop an app
that gives users simulated instructions on how to properly use their
inhaler. Instead of only relying on
written instructions, the app involves
simulation technology, where users
can watch a model take an inhaler.
The app also uses video feedback and
various
interactive
components.
Essentially, it serves as a middleman
between doctors and patients.
Gupta says that simulation methods are the "new teaching tools
instead of traditional methods," which
can include written instructions or
learning from a healthcare provider.
You must be wondering what prompted her to do this. Gupta says that
patient education is a vital part of
medicine, but receives little emphasis
m a doctor's office. Healthcare
providers are too busy caring for
patients that patient education seems
to have taken a backseat. Not only do
many providers not have the time for
patient education, but many have
never received training on how to
properly take an inhaler. And you
wonder what they do for four years in
medical school.
-,Gupta, who has asthma herself,

learned how important patient education is when she realized that she was
not taking her inhaler correctly. This
is what propelled her into patient education. Both of Gupta's parents work
in the healthcare field, which
intrigued her to explore medicine. She
soon learned that her interests were
in patient education, and patient
interaction. During her senior year of
high school, Gupta shadowed at a hospital where she was exposed to simu-

lation technology. Combining her
knowledge of simulation and interest
in patient education, Gupta began
working on the app in the summer
before she enrolled at Trinity.
Hailing from Barrington, RI,
Gupta is a chemistry major and is
involved with the Open Airways club.
The club is on campus and travels to
schools in Hartford to educate students on asthma and how to control
their asthma.

COURTESY OF www.trincoll.edu
Gupta '15 gives a presentation at a.eori.ference in Orlando, FL on the importance of patient education.

Gupta's work though doesn't stop
at developing the app. She spoke at a
conference hosted by the Society for
Simulation in Medicine in Orlando,
FL in late January. She did a poster
presentation on the abstracts of the
app and why simulation methods are
preferred to traditional methods of
teaching asthma. But in May, Gupta
will present at the fifth annual
International
Clinical
Skills
Conference in Italy. Instead of doing a
poster presentation, she will give an
oral presentation on the benefits of
using simulation technology in patient
education. Gupta says it is always
entertaining to see people's reactions
to her attendance at the conferences.
"Most people think I'm a resident
pitching for a hospital and then
they're shocked to find out that I'm a
college student," says Gupta.
Turning her passion into a job,
Gupta says that she sees herself continuing in patient education and most
likely not attending medical school.
She says that pharmacists are a wonderful resource for patient education,
and that she wants to explore this
field after graduation. But for now,
Gupta is currently working on a study
testing if simulation methods increase
the accuracy of using an inhaler at St.
Francis Hospital in Hartford. After
completing some studies, the ultimate
goal of the app is to have it used in
doctors' practices and endorsed by
insurance companies.

Trendy Trinity: Spring brings much needed fashion change
JACKIE SANDERS '14
STAFF WRITER

As winter turns into spring at
Trinity, students emerge out of their
dorms and begin to spend as much time
outside as possible. During the day, students can be found lounging with their
friends on the main quad, putting
together an impromptu game of flag
football, or using our campus-wide WiFi
outside to try and get some work done.
Trinity students love when the weather
gets warm, but let's face it-who doesn't? Warm weather means summer is
near, and of course, less layers to worry
about before you go outside. After surveying many students around campus, I

COURTESY OF Jonathan Rothendler '14

Guys and girls ca~ utilize colored pants in the Spring.

discovered which trends should appear
around campus for the next two
months.
Spring at Trinity is all about colors
and bringing back out those patterns
you couldn't wear in the winter. As
Mariko Nitta '14 says, "winter is for
dark colors and jeans. That's what's boring about winter, you can't dress up."
During the fall and winter, lots of people
at Trinity tend to wear cozy sweaters,
leggings, or dark jeans. Winter clothing
consists of mainly neutrals and dark
tones. It's way easier to throw on a solid
black outfit in the winter, especially
early in the freezing morning when
you're unmotivated to go outside. Why
waste time if you'll be wearing jackets
and layers over the clothes anyway?
Chiffon is another key addition to
your spring wardrobe. Chiffon is the
perfect spring fabric because of its lightweight quality. Not only is chiffon comfortable, but also very breathable so you
don't develop sweat-stains. Chiffon
tends to look expensive, which is
decieiving because many items made of
chiffon are actually very reasonable.
Buy a chiffon maxi skirt or a chiffon top
that you can tie or tuck in. Also, many
tops made of chiffon come in soft, pastel
colors which are perfect for this spring
season.
Colored pants. These have been .
around for years now, but girls at
Trinity will never leave them at home.
Colored pants or jeans are the perfect,
easy way to spice up an outfit without
being too aggressive for the daytime. A
lot of popular brands carry pastel col·
ored jeans which are perfect for the
spring. Another similar trend are pat-

terned jeans, which excites an outfit by
bringing an unexpected twist. Look for
floral prints, animal patterns, or polka
dots.
Jelly flats are another perfect item
for the spring at Trinity. Not only do
jelly flats come in a variety of bright colors, but they are also less expensive
than regular ballet flats. Jellys are perfect for the spring because they're easy
to clean and can be worn almost anywhere. To class on that rainy day?
Check. Leave your bulky rainboots
behind. To a late night party on the
weekend? Check. You no longer have to
worry about ruining your favorite pair
of shoes in a slush-filled basement. Jelly
flats can be found at a variety of stores,
ranging in price and design.

Statement necklaces and jewelry are
the last top trend at Trinity this spring.
Although chunky, oversized necklaces
were worn all winter, statement necklaces this spring are more colorful and
bright than ever. While the winter was
about jewels and sparkles, Spring necklaces are covered in beads, stones, and
other bright embellishments. These
necklaces can be found in just about any
women's boutique.
So how do you stay trendy at Trinity
this spring? Simply listen to these five
trends suggested by fashionable stu dents. As Georgina Thermos '14 says,
"Don't be afraid to take risks. Pair a few
different trends together in an unexpected way. Your style should be
unique!"

·-
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Bright pants and shorts of all colors are a staple of Trinity quad warm weather wear, as are shades
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Food Dudes: Contempory Thai food in West Hartford Square
AMANDA KEYKO '14
STAFF WRITER

Located in West Hartford, Blue
Elephant Trail is a wonderful authentic Thai restaurant. After a busy week
and an exhausting weekend, Maddy
and I were craving some fresh spicy
food in contrast to the cheesy fried
dishes we had consumed the rest of the
weekend. We entered the small, simply decorated restaurant, overwhelmed by the smell of curry. For a
Sunday night the establishment was
not very busy and we were immediately seated.
We excitedly started flipping
through the many pages of our
leather-bound menus, surprised at the
array of choices, such as frog's legs and
squid. After much debate and with the
help of our waitress, we finally decided
on sharing two appetizers and two
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The Panang curry is served with chilis and lime.

entrees. We started with the seasonal
special, grilled corn with coconut milk
(our waitress's suggestion) and Thai
summer rolls, followed by Pad Si Eow
with tofu and chicken Panang Thai
curry. While eagerly awaiting our food
we examined our surroundings. Both
of us loved the bright geometric blue
wallpaper, which made the small space
appear much larger. The remaining
decor was simple with an emphasis on
black and silver pieces of furniture .
The other tables consisted of families,
couples and students. Although only
eight of the 25 tables were filled, each
dish that was carried by looked more
appetizing then the next as we unsuccessfully tried to stop staring.
Thankfully our appetizers arrived fairly quickly and we dug in at once. Our
first dish was the Thai summer rolls,
which were soft wrapped rolls with
shrimp, rice vermicelli, Thai basil,
peanuts and vegetables with hoisin
sauce. We enjoyed not only the taste
but the fun and unique presentation
as well. Soon after, our corn arrived.
Our enthusiastic waitress eagerly
stood by to overhear our thoughts on
her suggested dish. To her relief, we
completely agreed and thought the
grilled taste of the corn perfectly complemented the sweet and spicy coconut
dressing.
After our satisfying start we could
not wait for our entrees to arrive. The
two huge steaming plates overwhelmed our table, as we quickly
served ourselves. Each dish was equally good, yet completely different. Our
noodle dish, the Pad Si Eow, was made
up of a thick rice noodle with egg,
Chinese broccoli; and tofu. Each bite
was filled with flavor, making it diffi-

COURTESY OF Amanda Keyko '14
Blue Elephant Trail offers traditional Thai food as well as more contemporary cuisine such as grilled com.

cult to stop eating to switch to our second dish. The Panang curry was a
classic Thailand curry, filled with kaffir lime, lemongrass and chilis.
Despite the low spicy score, this dish
left our mouths on fire. Luckily, both
of us enjoy an added kick with our
food, so the spiciness was no problem.
We chose chicken and brown rice as
our additions, although jasmine rice
and pork, beef or tofu were all appealing options. We were overall completely happy with each of our choices, and
enjoyed the array of complex flavors.
Although we normally pride ourselves
in beiug-nrembers of the clean plate
club, we could not find room in our

stomachs to finish the gigantic portions.
The Blue Elephant Trail was a perfect Sunday night meal. The delicious
dishes left us feeling refreshed and
satisfied to begin our weekend's worth
of procrastinated work. The prices
were low with entrees ranging from
$12 to $18. We will definitely be bringing the rest of our roommates and
friends back to enjoy the vibrant decor
and fresh and spicy food. Next time
you venture to West Hartford for a fun
and satisfying meal, we strongly recommend this hidden gem for fantastic
authentic,-and contemporary-Thai fo0d
close to home.

Hillel House hosts kosher cooking class for interested students
SOPHIE KATZMAN '14
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Wednesday afternoon is the time in
the week when things start to slow and
momentum dies down. But the workweek isn't over. It's not time to dive into
weekend mode just yet. That's why the
Flavors of Jerusalem Cooking Series at
Hillel is the perfect mid-week pick me
up! Every Wednesday a group of students gather together at 4:30 p.m. in the
Hillel House on Vernon Street to collaborate their skills and cook. The Director of
Hillel, Lisa Kassow, is a seasoned cook.
She spent ten years in Jerusalem where
Israeli natives and luscious spice markets influenced her to experiment with
different recipes. Last years publishing
of "Jerusalem: A Cookbook" by Yotam
Ottolenghi and Sarni Tamimi inspired
her to get back into the Middle Eastern
cooking.
The cooking class at Hillel began last
year as a bimonthly activity where guest
cooks would come in for a session and
share their skills and recipes with students. Although it was fun and inspiring,
we wanted to bring in something more
consistent and hands on for the group.
Flavors of Jerusalem is designed with
the goal to have fun while also learning
to cook. The cookbook is filled with eclectic, spice-infused Middle- Eastern creations. Each week we choose an appetizer, entree, and side dish, and occasionally a dessert. There is no rhyme or reason
to the choice, usually it is made by flipping through the book and seeing what
looks delicious and catches the eye. The
pictures are colorful and detailed, making the dishes look particularly savory.

The cooking classes are completely
kosher. Hillel has a kosher kitchen
meaning we observe kashrut, which is
the Jewish dietary law. There are a
series of customs that come along with
kashrut. For instance, if you have a milk
based food you cannot eat meat at the
same time. Thus, we often substitute
cheese in a recipe for a non-dairy alternative or do a class focused on dairy
products and then another one with a
meat concentration. The laws sound
complicated, but once you get the hang of
them they are not too difficult to follow
especially in a space like Hillel.
Our first class of the semester we
crafted a salad infused with dates,
spinach, and strawberries paired with
stuffed eggplant and rice. We didn't stick
to the recipe religiously; instead we
played with variations and spins to add
our own twist. We quickly learned the
hard way about the importance of reading the recipe through before beginning.
We attempted to make basmati rice
mixed with orzo and soaked in chicken
stock for flavor, but we cooked the white
rice through, not realizing we were supposed to wait. It was an easy fix-we
chose to have a just a plain white rice for
the week, so nothing went to waste.
Other weeks we have experimented
with a cheese and vegetable casserole,
Israeli salad, which is often made with
tomatoes, cucumbers, onions and greens
diced into very small pieces, and turkey
and vegetable burgers. Many weeks we
spin up home made hummus or tahini to
spread on our food. Hummus is a chickpea spread that pairs great with pita,
while tahini is a thinner, sesame paste
made with olive oil. We've also made rice

mixed with lightly fried onions, raisins,
and nuts.
This semester we have had the honor
of welcoming in two guest cooks. On
Wednesday, Hebrew teacher and cooking
aficionado Michal Ayalon joined us and
instructed us how to make a special
Israeli sandwich full of potatoes, tunafish, and vegetables. Just last week,
Hillel Assistant Director Ceceley
Chambers shared with us her favorite
Kosher pizza dough recipe and we
enjoyed our own personal pizzas. We
asked Ceceley the trick to her tasty
dough. She replied, "the trick is to add a
touch of cornmeal for extra flavor." The
pizzas came out scrumptious covered
with innovations of garlic, tomato-sauce,
pesto, vegetables, chicken, and sam -

plings of Kosher red meat. We left out the
cheese because of the kashrut rules, but
the other ingredients made the change
barely noticeable!
The beauty of the class is that every
week is different. We get to experiment
with a multitude of delicious recipes,
while learning important facets of cooking. The diverse group that comes
together offers an intimate and enjoyable
setting. It is held at Hillel, but all students and faculty are welcome. We invite
anyone to join us in the coming weeks! It
is every Wednesday at the Hillel house,
7 4 Vernon Street; cooking begins at 4:30
and we finish with dinner at 6 p.m. Any
questions or suggestions for recipes conta~t Sophie Katzman at sophie.katzman@trincoll.edu.

COURTESY OF www.trincoll.edu
The Hillel House is known for hosting Friday night Shabbat dinner, but it also offers a cooking class.
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...answers your (\;Ye questions
Dear Doubling Down,
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Dear Dr. Trincest,
I have been talking to a girl from
another school for a couple of weeks
now, and it hasn't been anything serious, yet now I am talking to a girl from
Trinity. I like them both a lot, but I
don't know who do choose. Any ideas?
Sincerely,
Doubling Down

Honestly, this is hard for me to give
advice on since I don't know your full
relationship with either the girls, so I
really can't say either way. But what I
can do is give you the positives and
negatives of dating someone from
another school, and dating someone
from here.
Let's start with the girl from another school. It's always good to have a little bit of distance in a relationship, it
makes people miss one another. But of
course, its not always good to miss
someone that much. That leads to jealousy. That is the number one problem
with a long distance relationship. She
doesn't know what you are doing on
your drunken ragers running through
Psi U, AD, and the Hall, and hey,
maybe you aren't doing anything. But
she doesn't know that. I don't know
where she goes, but I can pretty much
promise you that she too is running
through some parties like a drunken
idiot sometimes as well. There has to
be an absurd amount of trust in order
for a long distance relationship to
work, and in addition, you need to
make sure that you talk to each other
on a regular basis to make that work.
Now weirdly enough, for the girl at
Trinity, a lot of the same rules apply.
Of course, the distance thing isn't real-

ly a problem anymore, because luckily
every place on campus is walking distance from each other, but that could
work out worse for you in the end. One
of the worst things that can happen in
a relationship is suffocation, one person being far too into the other. This is
how you get all the crazy ex girlfriend
stories from people. Don't be that guy,
or girl.
In the end, my biggest advice would
be to say, it's college brother, have fun
with it. If there's one thing I know, it's
that college is for fun. Don't be afraid
to play around, just don't go breakin'
hearts, Kiki Dee.
Sincerely,
Dr. Trincest

Dear Dr. Trincest,
I've got a real problem of academic
ethics and love. I have taken one professor four times throughout my college career now, not because I think
he's a great professor, but because I'm
absolutely in love with him. He's
smart, funny, and I feel like he's the
only person at this school who understands me. What do I do? How do I get
his attention?
Sincerely,
Young and in Love
Dear Young and in Love,
This is a highly problematic situation we have here. First of all, I think
that if anything happened between
you two it could spell bad for the rest
of his educational career, and honestly
I don't think many men are willing to

sacrifice their entire business career
for a fling with an obsessed college girl
(sorry, too harsh?) When it comes down
to it, no matter how old he is, there's
the probability that you are just far too
young for the man .
Do you know anything about him?
Does he even live near here? Does he
have a wife? Children? These are all
things that could be complete deal
breakers in your little fantasy situa tion.
But let's give you the benefit of the
doubt, that maybe the feeljngs mutual,
he's around 25, and he's single with no
kids and lives in Hartford. I think your
best bet would be to see him outside of
class, during his office hours or something like that. This might be risky if
anyone is being perceptive enough
though. Rumors don't help you.
So now you're in his office, wearing
some skimpy clothes that you will
think will impress him, what do you do
next? You can't just tell him straight
out, it might scare him away. So do
what all girls are best at, the subtle
hints at flirting that leave guys blushing like third graders. Brush your
hand against his, knock some papers
off his desk and slowly pick them up. I
think you can come up with something
creative to get his attention.
But I'll repeat myself, young and in
love, this is not the best course of
action at all. Dr. Trincest does not condone these types of relationships, as
they damage the integrity of this great
institution, and more importantly,
they take away yet another girl to
older men. Not fair.
Sincerely,
Dr. Trincest
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MONDAY. April 8th
Muscular Dystrophy Association Information Session-4:30pm

TUESDAY. April 9th
Careers with Enterprise Information Session-6:00pm

WEDNESDAY. April 10th
Walk-Ins at Mather Hall-12:00pm
Investment Consulting Information Session-S:OOpm
I
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THURSDAY. April 11th
How to Maximize Your Recruiting Efforts for the Fall: Finance Panel for
Sophomores and Juniors-7:00pm
To register for these events, please log in to Trinity Recruiting and click on the Calendar tab.
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''Django Unchained'' shows slavery with a novel perspective
SAMIA KEMAL '14
STAFF WRITER

Anyone who has ever seen
a Quentin Tarantino movie
understands the brash, styl·
ized, ferocity in his vision. In
the past, Tarantino produced
classics out of the likes of "Kill
Bill"
and
"Inglorious
Basterds." These are films
that could have easily sue·
cumbed to the label of simply
"a cult classic." They have all
the makings including inside
jokes, quippy dialogue, and
stylized violence. However,
Tarantino's
movies
have
crossed over the boundary of
cult classic and garnered a
huge following, along with
Oscar recognition.
His most recent film,
"Django Unchained" (2012) is
no exception. The film follows
Django (Jamie Foxx), a slave
who was freed from a chain
gang by the German bounty
hunter "Schultz" (Christoph
Waltz). Together, the two set
off on a mission to rescue
Django's wife Broomhilda
(Kerry Washington) from the
clutches of her cruel master
Calvin Candie (Leonardo
DiCaprio).
Like "Inglorious Basterds"
and "Kill Bill," Tarantino
chooses to take characters
that have historically been

oppressed (such as Jews in
Nazi Germany and Women
who have undergone assault)
and lift them up with such
vigor that it establishes a certain underdog mentality to his
films. In "Django," Tarantino
chooses to focus his attention
on Slavery in America, and
gives us a perspective that
we're not typically used to see·
ing.
What also undoubtedly
imbues a film with "Tarantino·
esque" qualities is both the
artistic portrayal of violence
and a melding of unlikely gen·
res. "Django" is bursting with
the same high-energy shots
that made Tarantino's other
films so memorable. There's
something visionary and oth ·
erworldly in the way that vio·
lence can be taken and decon·
structed.
Tarantino's melding of gen·
res is most apparent when lis·
tening to the soundtrack of his
films. The contrast of seeing a
John Wayne reminiscent gun
fight scene paired with a bass·
heavy Rick Ross song creates
a juxtaposition that, in the
hands of a less skilled director,
would fail miserably.
There is also some unusual
references
and
parallels
towards German mythology in
the film. Django's wife,
Broomhilda, is fluent in

German, and Schultz shows a
particular interest in her lin·
gual ability. There is little to
no historical accuracy that
points towards southern slave
women being capable of speak·
ing in German, yet with
Tarantino, we are taken by the
hand, guided through a vision,
and told to throw all our
notions of accuracy and movie
convention out the wind.
At this year 's Academy
Awards , "Django Unchained"
was nominated for five different categories. Of those, it won
the Oscar for Best Screenplay
(written directly for screen)
and actor Christoph Waltz
took
away
the
Best
Supporting Actor award for
his portra yal of Dr. King
Schultz.
Tarantino revealed that
when writing the characters,
the role of Dr. King Schultz
was written specifically with
Waltz in mind. This comes as
no surprise after seeing his
first
performance
in
Tarantino's
"Inglorious
Basterds" in which he won an
Oscar for his chilling perform ance as Col. Hans Landa. The
win for Landa was well-earned
but Waltz's second Oscar for
"Django" seems less deserved
due to his already established
sly and contemplative style.
The role of Schultz was indeed

COURTESY O F www.cf.drafthouse.com
Leonardo DiCaprio plays Calvin Candie, a slaveowner and antagonist in the film

praise-worthy, but not all that
different or challenging from
the characters of Waltz's past.
I don't have many qualms
with "Django Unchained," and
much of that is due to my
appreciation
of
Quentin
Tarantino as both a writer and
a director. I view him as one of
the most creative and eccen·
tric filmmakers of our time,
and I credit him for both tak·
ing risks and simultaneously
having fun with the films that
he makes. Large audiences
took offense to many of the
racial dynamics that were por-

trayed in Django (there was
very specific criticism directed
towards Samuel L. Jackson's
character) however, when the
dynamics are put aside, there
is still something to be said for
the underdog mentality that
Tarantino caters to in his
films. No matter who it is that
is taking a stance against "the
bad guys", the end result is
always very satisfying. It
makes us feel as though we too
can seize what we want, and
that maybe one day we can be
taken seriously for being ourselves.

Trinity Students explore French culture at Paris Film Festival
MAIT MAINULI '13
SENIOR EDITOR

The April in Paris Film
Festival has brought a splash
of French culture to the
Trinity College campus every
year since its founding by
Professor Emerita of French
Sonia Lee. Entering into its
14th year, April in Paris,
which began on Sunday, is
currently in the midst of nine
celebrated
French
and
Francophone films centered
around the theme "Tales of
Cities."
The festival is held at
Trinity's Cinestudio and fea·
tures, among others, a silent
film with live piano accompa·
niment, a conversation with
La Fille de Montreal director
Jeanne Crepeau, post-film dis·
cussions led by Trinity profes·
sors, and last but not least,
pastries from La Petit France.
Surely the Lumiere brothers
would be proud.
Kicking off the festival on
Sunday afternoon was a silent
film by Julien Duvivier titled
"Au Bonheur des Dames" (The
Ladies' Paradise). The oldest
film in the festival-it was
released
in
1930-"Au
Bonheur des Dames" is based
on a novel of the same name
by Emile Zola. Pianist Patrick
Miller accompanied the black
and white film, adding a
melodic touch to Duvivier's

masterful camerawork.
The 1967 Jacques Tati film
"Playtime" was featured on
Sunday night, wrapping up
the first full day of the festival
in classic comedic style. The
affable and animated Tati,
who plays the iconic Monsieur
Hulot in Playtime, is as goofy
as ever; he fumbles through a
rapidly modernizing world
much to our delight.
On Monday the spotlight
was on Jean-Luc Godard's
"Deux ou trois choses que je
sais d'elle" (Two or Three
Things I Know About Her). A
politically pointed film by one
of the premier New Wave film·
makers, "deux ou trois choses
que je sais d'elle tackles" sub·
jects like consumerism, the
Vietnam War, and the new
suburban life in France.
With this film Godard called
once again upon the talents of
Raoul Coutard (Breathless,
Jules and Jim) as his director
of photography. Coutard bril·
liantly captures the color and
style of 1967 Paris, lighting up
the screen with super-saturat·
ed reds, whites and blues.
Still to come are a collec·
tion of contemporary French
cinema classics as well as
films that have only recently·
made their mark. The 1990
film "Halfaouine: l'enfant des
terrasses"
(Boy
of
the
Terraces) is a remake of a
Tunisian film that came out

71 years prior and tells the
tale of a 13 year old boy who
feels conflicted about the tra·
ditional fundamentalist rela·
tionships between men and
women in Tunis. While gazing
at a women's bathhouse from

a terrace, the protagonist
Noura wonders about the
unveiled women and the male·
dominated world under which
they live.
Chris Marker's 1983 film
"Sans Soleil" (Sunless) cap·

COURTESY OF www.criterion.edu
"2 or 3 Things I Know About Her" was shown at Cinestudio for the Film Festival.

tures stunning scenes in
Japan, Iceland, South Africa
in a attempt to dramatize the
faults of human memory. In
doing this, Marker makes a
keen point regarding how
humans view foreign cultures.
"Sans Soleil" is often cited as a
mock-documentary, but it can
more accurately described as a
visual essay with no main
character or distinct narra tive.
Rounding out the festival
will be Andre Techine's
" lmpardonnables "
(Unforgivable) on Thursday,
Michael
Haneke's
Cache
(Hidden) on Friday and a dou ble feature on Saturday of
"Une vie de chat" (A Cat in
Paris) , an animated film by
Jean· Loup Felicioli and Alain
Gagnol, and finally Crepeau's
2010 film "La fille de
Montreal" (A Montreal Girl) .
April in Paris is sponsored by
L'Alliance
Francaise
de
Hartford, SODEC and La
Delegation du Quebec a
Boston
among
others .
Principal
Lecturer
in
Language
and
Cultural
Studies Karen Humphreys
heads the Festival Committee.
Students can take a course in
conjunction with the film fes·
tival for a half credit.
All students must attend
the film showings, participate
in two mandatory workshops
and complete coursework.
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Eighth annual Hip-Hop festival
hosted on Trinity's campus
continued from page 1
Pura Vida Bracelets, Nora Cupcake
Company, Hartford Prints, Hajila
Movement and Dewy Neo. Upon entering
the Washington Room Friday afternoon,
one is immediately struck by the amount
of merchandise they had on the tables. A
person could buy a wide variety of items
from clothes to records. Another major
attraction was the band on the stage,
"The West End Blend." They were
extremely interactive with their audience, encouraging them to dance and
sing along with them as they performed
their pieces.
At the same time, in the nearby Terrace
Rooms B and C, there was the Hip Hop
Artist Lecture Series. This featured
interesting lectures like "RAPtivism"
with Aisha Fukushima of the United
States/Japan
and
ldentitary
Juxtaposition; Notes on the African
Heritage in Mexico, Hip Hop and
Counter-Hegemonic Movements in Latin
America with BocaFloja of Mexico.
Following the Hip Hop Artist Lecture
Series, they had ''Workshops for Artists."
These included but were not limited to
interesting workshops on the Bankable
Artist with Self Suffice, The RapOet,
Challenges for the Do-It-Yourself Hip
Hop Artist: Overcoming Legal and
Business Obstacles in the Current Music
Market Panel. There was also a Q & A
with key people in the field such as Tuny
Tampano, an Entertainment Attorney
and Business and Legal Affairs
Executive, Edward "Self Service Hinson·
who is an 18-time Platinum Produce who
produced records for DMX, Ja Rule, Jayz and others. Among other important

people at the event were Michael
Brinkley, a Connecticut-based Artist
Manager, Orville Hall, Director of
Marketing for Adidas/ Director of
Marketing for Polo Ground Music, and
Steven Josey, a Film Producer/Record
Producer. Later that night, there were
lectures on Hip Hop around the world,
from Europe all the way to the Middle
East to Asia.
This International Hip Hop Festival
had a lot to offer students and members
of the Trinity College community,
Most importantly it brought a broad set
of people together under one roof. Many
of the people present at this event will be
impatiently waiting for next year's Hip·
Hop festival.

Pack, Ship and Summer
Storage Program

Trinity College
For more information or to reserve space call 86Q..232~2767
We can store or ship anything
Golf clubs, skis, bicycles, furniture, etc.
Meet us on campus in the spring of 2013

Location: Elton-Jones Quad

Wed, May 1 thru
Fri, May 3

11;:00 • 3:00

Mon, May 6 thru
Sat, May 11

10:00 - 4:30

Attention Seniors:
New Location: Vernon St. - Outside The Bistro

Friday, May 17
Monday, May 20

11 :00 - 1:00
9:00 -12:00

Everything you need will be available for purchase:
COURTESY OF Will Morrison' 14
Bryan Farb '14 dances along at the Hip-Hop festival.

•
•
•
•
•

Boxes, Taper Poster Tubes
Packing Materials
Insurance
Domestic &International Shipping
And We Can Pack It For Vouf

Service provided by the Jocal pack and ship experts at
The UPS Store
email: store2591@theupsstore.com
COURTESY OF Will Morrison' 14
The festival had a diverse group of performers.

1028 Boulevard

Visit us Online at

West Hartford, CT 06119

www.TrinityCoflegeSummerStorage.com

Studio Arts annual exhibit on display at Austin Arts Center
GEORGINA THERMOS '14
STAFF WRITER

The Studio Arts Annual exhibit
began Thursday, April 4th in the
Widener Gallery and will be open until
April 28. The exhibit highlights a
selection of work by Trinity students.
The artwork ranges in medium and
style but the exhibit features engaging
artwork worthy to be placed on dis·
play.
The exhibition showcases a variety
of work from the studio art courses:
drawing, painting, photography, sculp·
ture, and design. The gallery is pre·
sented beautifully, grouping certain
works together based on color and
medium. The first section is devoted
to paintings. Some are completely
abstract while others are based on a
specific painting style. The juxtaposi·
tion of different colors offers a pleas·
ant twist. The abstract paintings are
energetic and loud, focusing on geo·
metric shapes. The other set of paint·
ings are relaxing and more meditative.
The colors are ocean blues and earthy
shades of red.
The series of four paintings in the
center of the exhibit show an array of
shell still lives. Their definition in volume and light and shadow are critical.
The display of sculptures begins in the
forefront of the gallery. The six models
are placed sporadically, offering a con tinuous movement within the room.
The sculptures differ in material, one
being made out of wire and another
out of wood. They are all from different artists; however, they follow a sim·
ilar abstract style. In the center of the

gallery are a group of self-portraits
from the drawing courses. The students worked from their reflection in a
mirror as opposed to working from a
photograph. The resemblances in the
drawings are very impressive. They
each emphasize the value of light and
shadow.
The portraits vary in color, size and
the direction of posture, which makes
for a great overall composition in this
exhibit. The drawings share a wall
with a variety of prints. Black and
white returns with this group of prints
and charcoal drawings. These works
explore different shades of grey and
the drawing of line. One print is com·
posed of four sheets of Lenox paper. It
shows different sea animals, gliding
into the next attached sheet of paper.
It conveys the floor of the ocean, highlighting positive and negative space.
Opposite these works are digital
and film photograph prints.
The
series of three film prints focus on
light and shadow and geometric
shapes. The print itself is very appeal·
ing, offering a range of darks and
lights. The next three black and white
photographs are winter landscapes.
They are highly structured and dra matic. Similarly, the "door" series
underneath it contains a deep mood
and is more metaphorical in meaning.
Further down on the wall are black
and white graphic art series. They
range in design and pattern, showing
the progression of the series.
Jumping right back into color is a
display of a few paintings and three·
dimensional figures. All are compacted
with vibrant colors and a sense of tex·

and evoke a sense of memory and emo·
tion.
The exhibition honors many stu dents and their work. It is an inspiring show that expresses the hard work
and creativity of our friends and class·
mates. All are encouraged and wel·
come to enjoy this great exhibit. The
Widener Gallery is open from 1 - 6 p.m.
and is closed on Saturdays.

COURTESY OF Sonjay Singh '15
The showcase offers a wide range of student art pieces, featuring sculptures, wall pieces and paintings.
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Basil and Cleopatra gives tribute to the roaring 20s era
POOJA SAVANSUKHA '15
STAFF WRITER
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Even considering the International
Hip Hop Festival captivating much of
the campus' attention, not only did
Caitlin Crombleholme's '13 senior thesis performance "Basil and Cleopatra"
stand out given its distinctively 20s
genre but it also celebrated the creativity and skillful direction of one of
our talented student artists at Trinity.
"Basil and Cleopatra" is a short
story written by the renowned F. Scott
Fitzgerald. Crombleholme adapted
this story into a theatric piece that
was performed on Friday and
Saturday night at the Garmany Hall
in Austin Arts Center. The cast,
which consisted of Lindsay Walker '13,
Kevin Rich '13, Leah Novak' 13,
Chanel Erasmus '15, Heath Harckam
'15, Forrest Robinette '16 and Tim
Crombleholme, delivered an extremely
promising performance that captured
the full attention of the audience and
provided a great deal of humor
throughout the performance.
Basil has been a recurrent character in several of Fitzgerald's short stories and his persona is essentially an
embodiment of Fitzgerald himself.
"Basil and Cleopatra" is one of the last
stories written about Basil and it
depicts him as a rising freshman at
Yale, transitioning into a new phase in
his life, particularly as he enters his
first romantic infatuation with a Miss
Erminie Gilberte Labouisse Bibble.
The story unfolds to reveal Basil's
newfound realizations of the idea of
love
and
itscomplications.
Crombleholme's adaptation of the
story intended to "perform every word
of Fitzgerald's timeless prose about
youth, love, and ambition." The inclusion of a narrator (played by Lindsay
Walker '13) retained the well-con-

structed phrases and sentences that
are the central charm of Fitzgerald's
works. The dialogue successfully
reflected Fitzgerald's time period of
the 1920s and his writing style, giving
the audience a visual representation of
the actual short story.
Garmany Hall provided an intimate setting for the performance as
the audience was seated very close to
the stage on two sides. This allowed
the characters to occasionally weave in
between and behind the audiences,
inviting every spectator to be engaged
in the world of Basil Lee. As the audiences entered to take their seats, the
background music set the mood and
gave everyone a preview of what to
expect.
The narrator sat by a bar on stage
and went about her bartender activi-

ties but her appearance and dressing
immediately resonated with the time
period the play is set in. She played
the an omnipresent role through her
constant presence on stage as well as
her subtle but significant interaction
with the other characters. Her role
transcended one of a mere narrator as
she almost appeared to be the catalyst
during climactic moments. The play
began with her pouring a drink for
Basil (played by Kevin Rich '13) and
ending with her presenting the book
she was narrating from to him. Her
elegant postures and powerful narra tion played a crucial role in maintain ing the setting of the play. While her
presence was acknowledged by other
actors, it was implied that she was
playing a separate role within the
story. Her role was Crombleholmes'

COURTESY OF Caitlin Cromblehome '13
"Basil and Cleopatra" is centered on the coming of age of Basil Lee, a student living in the 1920's.
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creation in the adaptation and it fascinated the audience.
The cast did an excellent job in living up to the elaborate descriptions
that the narrator gave throughout the
course of the performance. Their
accents and body language came off
as extremely authentic and while
there were particular actions and
expressions that were overdrama tized, they were by no means over
compensating the portrayal of their
characters. They brought a great deal
of life to the play, transforming it
from a story enjoyed by many readers
into a play enjoyed by many viewers.
Rich's love-struck portrayal of Basil,
Harckham's extravagant dance moves
and expressions, Erasmus's flamboyant body language, Novak's depiction
of the conjoint pretensions and
naivety of Minnie's character and
most hilarious, Robinette's drunkenness were some of the highlights of
the performance. The actors all did a
fabulous job in delivering the characteristics of the individuals they
embodied with minimal use of props.
The use of the space as well as of light
and shadow actions were well executed as the combined delivery of dialogue and the physical movements of
the actors culminated in an outstanding performance. There were many
memorable moments during the performance but the two particular
scenes that induced the most laughter
needless to say were the football playoff between LeMoyne and Basil that
consisted of slower bodily movements
to portray the athletic actions and the
scene where the actors danced for the
audience.
The performance was sold out, on
both nights and members from audience walked out with smiles on their
face,
recapping their
favorite
moments.

WRITE FOR ARTS.

Halfaouine: The Boy of the Terraces
Tuesday, April 9, 7:30 p.m.
Sans Soleil (Sunless)
Wednesday, April 10, 7:30 p.m.
lmpardonabbles (Unforgivable)
Thursday, April 11, 7:30 p.m.
Cache (Hidden)
Friday, April 12, 7:30 p.m.
Un Vie de Chat (A Cat in Paris)
Saturday, April 13, 2:30 p.m.

La Fille de Montreal (A Montreal Girl)
Saturday, April 13, 7:30 p.m.
life of Pi
Sunday, April 14, 2:30 and 7:30 p.m.
Monday, April 15, 7:30 p.m.

CONTACT:
IMMANUEl ADEOlA '14
limmanuel.adeola@trincoll.eduJ

SONJAY SINGH '15
[soniav.sinah@trincoll.eduJ
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Outdoor Track and Field enjoying pleasant start to season
PETER PRENDERGAST '16
STAFF WRITER

Both Trinity Men and
Women Track and Field
teams began their spring
season as they competed in
the
Coast
Guard
Invitational
and
the
American
International
College Invitational.
The boys placed eighth
overall out of 11 competitors , falling only four points
behind
No.
7 Eastern
Connecticut State. Trinity
performed well in several
events including the 200meter dash and the 110meter hurdles . Tri-Captain
Tony Chen '13 performed
among the top competitors,
logging a fourth place finish
in the 110-meter hurdles
with a time of 16.05.
Freshman Geoff Bocobo '16
placed fourth in the 400 meter dash with a time of
57 .00.
In the long jump
Jarred Jones '16 cleared six
meters to take fourth place
and Cameron Rayder com peted in the discus and shot
put to take home fourth and
fifth place respectively with
distances of 40.14 meters
and 13 . 16 meters.
The
Bantams also took fourth
place in the 4 x 100 meter
relay. The Men's team also
took seventh place in the
Yellow Jacket Invitational
on April 3 .
Trinity Women 's track
and field team competed in

the
Coast
Guard
Invitational as well on April
4 . Jenne Wilborne '14 won
the triple jump with a dis-

COURTESY OF www.athletics.trincoll.edu
Megan Darnley '15 placed fifth in the American International College Invitational.

tance of 11.22 meters . The
Bantams took ninth place at
the meet with 46 points
barely beating out Roger
Williams . Freshman Olivia
Reny '16 placed third in the
400 meter hurdles with a
time of 1:08.83. Reny's time
was less than a second short
of the second place finisher.
Caroline Healy '13 added
three points to the Bantams'
overall performance with a
time of 1:01.77 in the 400meter dash. The Bantam
runners also earned a sixth
place finish in the 5,000
meter run and 800-meter
run due to fine performances by senior tri-captain
Elizabeth Preysner '13 and
Mary Daly ' 15.
The Bantam track team
also demonstrated some

skill at the American
International Invitational.
The men's team placed
ninth out of 13 teams. The
woman's team placed 11th
out of 16 teams .
Wilbourne had another
great individual perform ance, finishing third in the
triple jump with a distance
of 10.61 meters. Daly helped
secure three points for the
Bantams in the 800-meter
run, with a time of 2:23.44.
Teammate Annie Penfield·
Cyr '13 just missed out on
another point in the 800 ,
finishing half a second
behind the eighth place runner. Meanwhile, Preysner
finished the 5,000-meter
run with a time of 20:14.59,
tallying an extra three
points for the Bantams.

This Day in Sports:
April 9

1913-The Brooklyn Dodger's Ebbets Field opened on.April 9, 1913.
Ebbets Field started a new generation Of stadiums coming into the sport
of baseball with Fenway Park opening a year earlier and mom stadiums,
such as Wrigley Field, following the tnmd. However, Ebbets Field only
lasted as the Dodger's stadium for .abOut 48 years. The owner of the
Dodgers, Walter O'Malley, :realized that it was hard to cram so many fans
into miDiscu1e Ebbets Field, and that their location allowed for almost no
automobile parking. Announcing the plan to move to a domed stadium,
New York City Building Commissioner denied O'Malley's zaquest, causing O'Malley to :relocate the Bmoklyn Dodgen to Los Angeles. CA.

1989- Ricky Henderson steals his 800th ca:reer base in the New York
Mets loss to Cleveland ""'3. Ricky Henderson is the all-time leader in
MLB history with 1,406 total stolen bases. He led the league in steals in
twelve of his twenty-five seasons, three of which he stole mom than one
hundred bases. Ricky Henderson's 80 percent success rate of stealing
bases is why he is often regarded as the fastest man to ever play the
game of baseball.

Reny just missed out on
placing eighth in the 100meter hurdles finishing .2
seconds behind opponent ,
Molly Miller. However, she
took third place in the 400·
meter hurdles with a time of
1:08.83 , nabbing a crucial
six points for the Bantams.
Across the lane, teammate
Ballinger finished five seconds behind Reny securing
eighth place and one point
for Trinity.
The 4 x 100 relay team
helped the Bantams' cause
finishing sixth with a time
of 52 .69. Their 4 x 400
meter relay team ran a time
of 4:09.89, finishing second
due to the disqualification
of second-place Wesleyan.
The Bantams had an
impressive day in teh field
events. Julia Rubano '14
placed fifth in the long jump
with a final distance of 4 .87
meters.
Meanwhile .
Wilborne took first place in
the triple jump with a maximum distance of 11.22

meters , half a meter farther
than the second-place finisher. Rubano also performed well in the triple
jump, securing five points in
fourth place with a distance
of 10.56 meters. However,
the Bantams failed to place
in the shot put, disus toss,
hammer throw and javelin
toss.
Both the Men's and
Women's Track teams have a
spring filled with heavy
competition. Up next for
Trinity Track and Field is
the Eastern Connecticut
invitational taking place on
April 12. Also coming up
soon is the Princeton Larry
Ellis invitational on April
19.
Both the Men and
Women Track and Field
teams will be hoping to continue their season with
higher finishes in these next
two events . The NESCAC
Championship will be held
at Tufts on April 27 and the
Bantams are hoping have a
strong showing.

&ot Sports?
Thet1 write for Sports.
Cot1tact:
Frederick.ffarvey@trit1coll.edu

Trinity College Bantams
Schedule
April 13

Men's Lacrosse
at Middlebury

April 10
April 13

Women's Lacrosse
vs. Springfield
4:30 p.m.
vs. Middlebury
2p.m.

April 12

Baseball
vs. Tufts

April 9
April 9

Softball
vs. Eastern. Conn. St. 3p.m.
vs. Eastern. Conn. St. 5p.m.

April 10
April 14

Men's Tennis
vs. Wesleyan
vs. Brandeis

2p.m.

3p.m.

3:30 p.m.
12p.m.
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'Trinity reco9nizes ath{etes that exce{ on the fie{([, in the c{assroom,
anti in the community as yart of Nationa{ Stutfent-.'A.th{ete Week

Junior Male Scholar Athlete:
Alex X. Zhang, Swimming
Majors: Chemistry,
Computer Science

Senior Male Scholar
Athlete : Logan C. Marro,
Crew
Major: Political Science

NESCAC FALL ALL-ACADEMIC TEAM'
Cross Country:
Mary Daly '15
Megan Darnley '15
Elizabeth Preysner '13

Jack Palley '13
Gregory Palmer '15
Chris Webster '13
John Yanulis '15

NESCAC WINTER ALL-ACADEMIC TEAM
Men's Basketball:

Field Hockey:

Mick Distasio '13

Women's Basketball:

Women's Soccer:
Karyn Barrett'15
Martha Dane '13
Kristen Elie '14
Bridget Maguire'15
Natalie Salmon '15
Kody Sun '15

Football:
Michael Cyr '15
Joseph Diez '15
Brian Dones '15
Connor Glynn '15
Andrew Grombala '13
William Hering '15
Michael Mancini '14
Ryan McGuirl '13
Timothy O'Brien '13
Jacob Rivers '15

Men's Soccer:
James Ciano '14
Trevor Doolittle '14
Anthony El-Hachem '13
Shaun McGann '14
Andrew McNair '14
Zachary Packer '14
Chis/on Richardson '13

Golf:

Volleyball:

Dante Ambrogio '13
John Bandera '15
William Burchill '15
Alexander Lynch '15

Hannah Brickley '14
Danielle Isaman '13
Sarah Whitham '14

NESCAC ALL-SPORTSMANSHIP TEAM
FALL

Men's Squash:

Hannah Brickley '14
Elizabeth Preysner '13

Catherine Read '15
Julia Rivera '15
Lyndsey Shepard '14
Lauren Slattery '13

Junior Female Scholar
Athlete: Hannah R.
Brickley, Volleyball
Major: Biology

Johan Detter '13
John Lamont '13
Samuel Livingston '14
Juan Lopez '14

Baseball

Women's
Basketball
Hannah Brickley
Rosemary Martin
Taylor Murtaugh

Men's Crew
Carolina Galdiz
Frankie Jeney
Logan Marro
Christopher
McC/urg
Ian Robinson
John Ryan Ill
Martin Schardt

James Sluis Jr.
Evan Turiano

Women's Crew
Elizabeth Becker
Emily Bower
Rose Lichtenfels
Julia McGhee
Alyssa Rosenthal
Jennifer Sager
Gwendolyn Schoch
Kathryn Whitney

Football
Michael Castellano
Brendan Dowling
Rae Haynes Jr.
William Hering
Michael Mancini
Paul McCarthy

Men's Golf
Dante Ambrogio
Christopher Webster

Men's Ice Hockey
Women's Cross
Country
Elizabeth Preysner

Field Hockey
Elizabeth Caporale
Sophie Doering
Julia Duggan
Hadley Duncan
Julia Rivera
Lyndsey Shepard

Michael Ciotti
Michael DiCenso
Joseph Horak
Daniel Mullan Jr.
Timothy Shea
Elie Vered

Women's Ice Hockey
Chelsea Campbell
Elizabeth Caporale
ShelbyLabe

Nick Campbell '13

Cross Country
Bradley Whitaker '15

Cross Country
Annie Pennfield-Cyr '13

Women's Squash:
Men's Ice Hockey:

Natalie Babjukova '15
Melva Lopez '14

Michae/DiCenso '13
Zach Lombardi '13
Chris Menard '13
Jeff Menard '13
Charlie Mullan '14
Timothy Shea '15
Andrew Tai/et '15

Golf
Billy Burchill '15

Volleyball
Dani Isaman '13

Swimming & Diving:

Women's Ice Hockey:
Chelsea Cambell '13
Hilary McNamara '13
Britney Ryan '13

Shelby Friel '13
Emily Jensen '13
Emily Johnson '14
William McCarthy '14
Chloe Miller '14
Alexandre Zhang '14

Field Hockey
Lauren Slattery '13

Soccer
Natalie Salmon '15

Soccer
Chis/on Richardson '13
WINTER

Wrestling:
John Williams '14

Basketball
Mick DiStasio '13

Basketball

Indoor Track & Field:

Moriah Sweeney '14

Sarah Ballinger '14
Mary Daly '15
Brendan Gauthier '15
James Kuritzkes '15
Elizabeth Lyons '15
BridgetMaguife '15

Ice Hockey
Tim Shea '15

Ice Hockey
Beth Hitchcock '13

Squash
Johan Detter '13

FACULTY HONORS FALL 2012
Steven Howard
Sean Meekins
Adam Moossmann
Joseph Papa Jr.
Joshua Peter
Connor Sullivan
Bryan Wolfe

Football

Rebecca Rosen
Madison Starr

Women's Indoor
Track
Bridget Maguire
Julianne McDonough
Elizabeth Preysner
Olivia Reny
Haley Wodenshek

Squash

Daniel Badolato
Timothy Reichert

Women's Soccer

Men's Outdoor Track
Nicholas Bellas
...
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Nick Celestin '16

Swimming/Diving
Jess Rudman '16
Softball

Men's Soccer

Men's Lacrosse

Hadley Duncan
Caroline Hayes
Kaitlin Hildebrand
ShelbyLabe
Lyndsey Shepard

Swimming/Diving

Bridget Maguire
Julianne McDonough
Elizabeth Preysner
Olivia Reny
Haley Wodenshek

James Ciano
Andrew McNair
Timothy Shea
Kody Sun

Women's Lacrosse

Catalina Palaez '14

Women's Outdoor Track

Karyn Barrett
Martha Dane
Alexandra De/use
Caroline Eicher
Kristen Elia
Bridget Maguire
Natalie Salmon
Abigail Siebert

Caroline Blanchard
Hannah King
Haley Yang

Men's Squash
Marcus Bullen
Sameul Livingston
Pranay Merchant

Tennis
Joshua Altschuler
Nicholas Cary
Henry Moorhead
Aaron Segel
Lars Skattum
Elizabeth Gerber

Volleyball
Women's
Swimming & Diving
Shelby Friel
Carleigh Haron
Emily Jensen
Emily Johnson
Daisy Letendre

Hannah Brickley
Hunter Drews
Danielle Isaman

Wrestllng
Khari-Elijah Jarrett
Michael Ragazzi

